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INTRODUCTION

Peter B. Kenen

In December 1995, the European Council, meeting in Madrid, confirmed “unequivocally” that the third and final stage of economic and monetary union (EMU) will begin on January 1, 1999. The Council chose “euro” as the name of the new single currency and adopted a timetable for decisions and actions that must be taken before and after the 1999 deadline. Nevertheless, difficult issues must still be resolved.

Early in 1998, as soon as the necessary data are available, the European Commission and European Monetary Institute (EMI) must report to the Council of Ministers on the degree of convergence achieved by each member of the European Union (EU), using the so-called convergence criteria set out in the Treaty on European Union (the “Maastricht Treaty”). The Council of Ministers must then decide which members fulfill the “necessary conditions for the adoption of a single currency” (that is, for joining the monetary union at the beginning of 1999).

At the start of the monetary union, the participating countries, commonly called the “Ins” or “insiders,” must adopt irrevocably fixed exchange rates for their currencies and corresponding conversion rates between their currencies and the euro. At that same time, moreover, the European Monetary System (EMS) will cease to exist in its present form, and new arrangements may then be required to govern the behavior of exchange rates between the euro and the currencies of the nonparticipants, called the “Outs” or “outsiders.”

Because these matters are being discussed intensively by officials and academic economists, and important decisions will probably be taken before the end of 1996, I invited a small group of economists to write short papers on these issues. The economists were asked to comment on one or more of the following questions:

(1) How should the convergence criteria be interpreted, especially the exchange-rate and fiscal criteria, which are not simply numerical? If very few countries can meet the criteria in 1998, should the start of the monetary union be delayed?

(2) How can the locking of exchange rates best be accomplished to minimize turbulence in the foreign-exchange market before and after the beginning of the monetary union?
(3) Should there be a formal successor to the EMS, to stabilize exchange rates between the currencies of the insiders and outsiders? If so, what form should it take, and should every outsider be obliged to join it?

Those invited to contribute to this symposium have written other papers on these issues, and they were encouraged to draw on their earlier work. That may be why all of them agreed to contribute, despite a demanding deadline. But readers who are familiar with the previous papers will still want to read what is written here, because the authors have taken account of the most recent developments. The contributors, whose papers appear in alphabetical order, are:

John Arrowsmith, Senior Research Fellow of the National Institute of Economic and Social Research in London and Director of its research program on European monetary and financial integration. Arrowsmith has also served as Senior Advisor on European Affairs at the Bank of England (1985–1994), Alternate Member of the Monetary Committee of the European Community (EC) and Member of the Alternates’ Committee of the Committee of EC Central Bank Governors/EMI Council.

Paul De Grauwe, Professor of Economics at the University of Louvain and Fellow of the Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR). De Grauwe is the author of The Economics of Monetary Integration (1994), now in its second edition, and has written extensively on the transition to EMU. He is a member of the Belgian parliament.


Daniel Gros, Deputy Director of the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) in Brussels. Gros is the author of Towards Economic and Monetary Union (1996), the report of a CEPS Economic Policy Group, and coauthor, with Niels Thygesen, of European Monetary Integration (1992). He has also written several papers on the links between fiscal policies and monetary union.

Luigi Spaventa, Professor of Economics at the University of Rome, “La Sapienza,” and Fellow of the Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR). Spaventa served as Minister of the Budget in Italy from 1993 to 1994. He is the author of numerous articles and essays.
Niels Thygesen, Professor of Economics at the University of Copenhagen and Associate Senior Fellow of the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS). Thygesen is the coauthor, with Daniel Gros, of *European Monetary Integration* (1992) and has written a number of papers on EMU. He was a member of the Delors Committee, of which the Report on Economic and Monetary Union in the European Community was the forerunner of the plan for EMU in the Maastricht Treaty.

A consolidated set of references has been placed at the end of the symposium.
At its meeting in Madrid on December 15 and 16, 1995, the European Council established what may be the definitive timetable for the move to economic and monetary union (EMU) within the framework of the Maastricht Treaty. Which European Union (EU) members will qualify to take part will be decided “as early as possible in 1998,” and the third stage of EMU will begin on January 1, 1999, when exchange rates between the participant countries will be fixed irrevocably and a European currency, the “euro,” will be used by the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) in its monetary-policy operations with the national banking systems. By July 1, 2002, the euro will have replaced the national currencies for all purposes. The Madrid meeting also reached agreement on many of the steps that will need to be taken between the start of the third stage and the emergence of the euro as the single currency two and a half years later. It did not, however, address a number of equally important issues that must be resolved during the two and a half years before Stage 3 begins.

Several of these issues concern the nature of exchange-rate relations among the fifteen members of the European Union, a matter on which the Maastricht Treaty gives little guidance. The test of exchange-rate stability, which a country must meet for two years before it may join the monetary union, is expressed in the Treaty in terms of participation in the exchange-rate mechanism (ERM) of the European Monetary System (EMS). The disruption that the ERM has undergone since the Treaty was signed, however, means that this is no longer an adequate test. Although it is now known approximately when the countries eligible to participate in the monetary union will be named and when the conversion rates for their currencies and for the euro will be irrevocably fixed, it is not yet known how the conversion rates will be chosen and how the participants’ exchange rates might be managed in the six to eight months between the naming of countries and the fixing of rates. Decisions must also be made about the framework, if any, within which orderly exchange-rate relations might be governed after January 1, 1999, between the participants of the monetary union (the
insiders) and those EU members that are obliged temporarily to remain outside the union or that exercise their option to do so (the outsiders). Failure to resolve these issues soon could provoke uncertainty and destabilizing speculation and thus put at risk the smooth transition to monetary union.

1 The Exchange-Rate Criterion

The Maastricht Treaty (Article 109j(1)) lays down two “structural” tests of economic convergence: price stability and the absence of an excessive government deficit, and two “market” tests: the level of long-term interest rates and the maintenance of exchange-rate stability. The exchange-rate test is defined in terms of a country’s observance of the “normal fluctuation margins” of the ERM, without devaluing and without severe tensions, for at least two years before the EMU entry examination, which, under the Madrid timetable, will be conducted by both the European Commission and the European Monetary Institute (EMI) in the first few months of 1998. When Article 109j was drafted, it was clearly understood to mean that a country would need to maintain the exchange rate for its currency against the currencies of other EU member states within what was then the “narrow band” of ±2¼ percent, as distinct from the “wide band” of ±6 percent, while also allowing that a decision might subsequently be taken to reduce the width of the narrow band de jure. In August 1993, the 2¼ and 6 percent bands were “temporarily” suspended in favor of a single band of ±15 percent, permitting the exchange rates of all ERM currencies to move against each other by up to 30 percent compared with the maximum of 4½ percent envisaged at the time of Maastricht.

Having already lasted two and a half years, this “temporary” arrangement might now be regarded as “normal,” but it would be disingenuous to suggest that it provides a test of exchange-rate stability consistent with the spirit of the Treaty. So far, however, there has been no official guidance on whether or how the original formulation should be reinterpreted in the light of changed circumstances. The EMI Council gave a formal opinion in October 1994, subsequently endorsed by the ECOFIN Council (the Council of Ministers when attended by the ministers of economics and finance), which only ventured that, in the light of experience since the widening of the ERM bands and in the current circumstances, “the EMI considers it advisable to maintain the current arrangements” and that member states will be “contributing to fulfillment” of the convergence requirements if they aim at avoiding significant
exchange-rate fluctuations by pursuing price stability and the reduction of fiscal deficits (EMI, 1995a). The Commission has made no formal pronouncement.

For those who question the economic logic behind the original decision to include a test of exchange-rate stability among the convergence criteria—whether as an indication of a country’s sustained commitment to sound money policies, of its ability to adjust to asymmetric shocks without undue pain, or of the appropriate conversion rates at which currencies would be fixed irrevocably—the simplest solution to the problem could be to establish de jure that the temporary widening of the ERM fluctuation band to ± 15 percent is now permanent. The operational content of the participation requirements for monetary union would then be reduced to a formal commitment by a country to maintain its currency within these much more generous limits, without having recourse to extreme policy actions or a devaluation of its central rate in order to achieve this. The necessary legal basis could be provided either by a resolution of the European Council, together with a decision by the EMI Council amending the original Central Bank agreement of March 1979, or by an amendment to the Treaty. This solution, however, is unlikely to find political acceptance. The failure of the Commission, the EMI, and the Council to clarify the criterion reflects a continuing disagreement between those member states that wish to retain a rigorous and formal test of exchange-rate stability and those that believe recent market experience shows that a more flexible framework is needed if the criterion is not to be self-defeating.

The need to resolve this conflict is now pressing. The clock must be started now if the criterion is to be met, in accordance with the Treaty, throughout the two years prior to the 1998 assessment of which countries qualify for monetary union in 1999. Furthermore, Article 109j(1) of the Treaty requires that the Commission and the EMI report to the ECOFIN Council which countries meet the four convergence criteria in time for ECOFIN and a special meeting of the Council of Ministers consisting of the heads of state or government to decide by the end of 1996 whether it will be appropriate to move to Stage 3 before January 1, 1999. Each of these bodies may be tempted to set aside its responsibilities under the Treaty to make such judgments this year. To do so, however, might be unwise. Failure to follow the required procedures because of an unfavorable conjuncture would set an unfortunate precedent. Token reports and decisions that shy away from the basic

\[1\] See, for example, Kenen, 1995b. A case for dropping all of the convergence criteria is made by De Grauwe, 1994b.
questions would be equally unsatisfactory. The markets will almost certainly be looking this year for guidance as to how the convergence criteria—and especially the two-year exchange-rate requirement—will be applied in 1998. Evasion or obfuscation at this time would only exacerbate the inevitable uncertainties ahead of the 1998 decision. A compromise solution to the problem of the ERM criterion is therefore urgently needed.

One approach might be to combine an *ex ante* requirement of two years of formal participation in the present 15 percent band and the achievement of a reasonable degree of stability, to be defined *ex post*, within the band. Such a retrospective assessment may be all that is possible for the Commission and EMI reports this year, but to leave open the definition of exchange-rate stability until the definitive assessments must be made in early 1998 would be both unfair and unwise; it could result in arbitrary and politically motivated judgments as to which currencies have or have not satisfied the criterion and in destabilizing speculation in financial markets beforehand about which countries might ultimately qualify. It would be wiser to establish now, or during the process of preparing the 1996 reports, a mutually acceptable definition of stability against which the performance of currencies participating in the ERM should be judged in 1998. This test might be “hard-edged” or “rounded.”

In its hard-edged form, an exchange-rate band would be chosen, in a much narrower range than the 15 percent band, within which each currency would have to remain continuously (without severe strains) in order to qualify. A range of about ±2¼ percent around existing central rates would be broadly equivalent to a reintroduction of the narrow band without compulsory intervention obligations or unlimited short-term financing facilities. In present market circumstances, however, a somewhat wider band of, say, 5 or 6 percent would be more prudent. A number of other decisions would also have to be made that would affect the degree of symmetry inherent in the test: whether the bands should be defined in terms of the rates of participating currencies against the ECU or against each other; whether only the lower limit would be binding or whether in some circumstances a country under strong upward pressure might be required to choose between breaching its upper limit (thereby failing the test) or formally revaluing its ERM central rate (which would not constitute a violation of the criterion); and whether the band should be defined in relation to existing ERM central rates or in relation to the market exchange rates at the starting date.
In its more “rounded” form, the band could be defined in terms of some moving average of actual exchange rates over a specified interval of time. A limit could be set for the coefficient of variation of any currency (that is, its standard deviation expressed as a proportion of its mean value or central rate), which would allow for temporary breaches of the limit, provided there were compensating movements away from the limit at other times (Johnson, 1994; Taylor, 1995). It would still have to be decided from the outset whether the standard deviations should be calculated in relation to the ECU or to each of the other participating currencies, and whether they should be calculated with reference to central or to market rates. It would also be necessary to decide the frequency and intervals at which the coefficient is calculated and whether or not the upper limit is binding. Depending on the precise specification chosen, this “rounded” test would not necessarily be any less rigorous than the hard-edged version, but it would be more forgiving of occasional, unsustained, flurries in foreign-exchange markets. It is possible that thinking within the Commission and the EMI is already moving in this direction. In its 1995 Convergence Reports, the Commission presents exchange-rate data for thirteen-week moving coefficients of variation against the ECU and the deutsche mark, and the EMI shows logarithmic first differences of standard deviations against the deutsche mark, using daily observations over each quarter (Commission, 1995; EMI, 1995b).

2 Approaches to the Irrevocable Fixing of Exchange Rates

On the basis of reports from the Commission and the EMI specifying which countries have achieved convergence, in particular by meeting the criteria mentioned above, the ECOFIN Council will assess, and the heads of state and government will confirm, “as early as possible” in 1998, and in any event before July 1, 1998, which member states qualify to join the monetary union. The Treaty further provides that the conversion rates between the participating currencies (including the euro) will be adopted by ECOFIN on January 1, 1999. There will thus be a period of at least six months during which it will be known which currencies will be locked together but not the rates at which they will be locked. This will provide a window for speculation in financial markets about what rates might be chosen, whether existing market cross-rates are appropriate or whether there might be a final realignment at the moment of locking, and what the implications are for the value of the ECU and, subsequently, the euro.
It may be argued that the considerable flexibility afforded by the 15 percent ERM band provides the best defense against destabilizing speculation, perhaps with additional help from a clear statement by ECOFIN, at the moment the participating countries are named, that there will be no realignment of the central rates of the participating currencies, and that the conversion rates to be adopted on January 1, 1999, will be the market exchange rates at that time (as suggested by Kenen, 1995). This approach, however, still leaves open the possibility that currencies could move against each other by between 15 and 30 percent within the ERM band (depending on their initial positions) at a time when there might still be political hurdles to be faced, such as parliamentary votes or referenda in accordance with national constitutional requirements. Movements on such a scale, which in effect would constitute a market-induced “final realignment,” would not necessarily provide the best basis for a permanent union.

A different approach would be for ECOFIN to anticipate the “final realignment” of central rates by announcing in advance, as soon as possible after the participating countries have been named, the conversion rates at which the countries’ currencies will be locked.2 If these conversion rates are not greatly out of line with market rates at the time of the announcement, and the convergence assessments are credible, speculation should be stabilizing, driving market rates toward the conversion rates up to the moment of locking. Prior announcement of conversion rates would also offer two additional advantages. It would give the ECB and the national central banks time to finalize in advance the administrative systems for the redenomination of accounts from national currencies to euros and for the conversion of participating currencies that will need to be in place at the moment of locking. It would also provide an opportunity, free from last-minute pressures, to select relatively user-friendly conversion rates between national currencies and the euro (Kenen, 1995a, and Goodhart, 1996, who notes the importance of such rates for public acceptability of EMU).

An alternative way to encourage stabilizing speculation would be to announce in advance that the conversion rates will be determined by a market-based formula, such as the average of daily spot rates over the final three or six months of 1998 (Richards, 1995). This would allow a degree of flexibility, while increasingly locking into the market a particular set of rates, thus providing a reasonably stable bridge between the exchange rates on which convergence assessments had been made and

2 The Treaty requires ECOFIN to consult with the European Central Bank (ECB), which will not have been established until “immediately after” July 1, 1998.
the conversion rates ultimately adopted. The conversion rates between
national currencies and the euro that would result from such a process,
however, would be unlikely to be particularly user friendly or to be
known with sufficient precision in advance to assist in the preparations
of the central banks.

Although either form of preannouncement might be useful in managing
the transition, both appear to be ruled out by two technical restrictions
on the conversion rates to be adopted, one imposed by the Treaty and
the other by the European Council at Madrid (Arrowsmith, 1996.3)

The Treaty requires that the conversion rates adopted among the
national currencies and against the ECU do not in themselves change
the value of the ECU relative to third currencies. The European
Council has stated that the ECU will be converted to the euro at the
rate of 1 to 1. Because there can be no certainty that the market rate
for the ECU at the moment of fixing will be equal to the preannounced
rate for the euro (or to the value of the ECU basket implicit in the
preannounced cross-rates between national currencies), these two
conditions might be violated. If the market rates among the participating
currencies have not by then fully converged on the cross-rates implied
by the preannounced conversion rates between those currencies and
the euro, the adjustment in currency values entailed by the move from
market rates to fixed conversion rates will create a discontinuity be-
tween the external market value of the ECU basket (derived from the
external value of the constituent currency amounts) and the implied
external value of the euro (derived from the external market of a
participating currency and its preannounced euro conversion rate).4
The value of the ECU basket, however, will be determined in part by
any component currencies that are not taking part in the fixing, and
the external value of the ECU could thus well differ from the implied
external value of the euro even if the market values of all the partici-
pating currencies are completely convergent on the intended cross-
rates.5 Similarly, a preannounced formula cannot ensure that the

3 The restrictions also make a “final realignment” at the time of locking difficult.
4 The adoption of rates that differ from market rates would be tantamount to a
realignment. In principle, changes that are exactly offsetting when weighted according to
the currency composition of the ECU would be admissible, as with a “last-minute”
realignment of the ERM parity grid to rates other than the current market rates. Such a
precise outcome, however, would be unlikely either to arise fortuitously from the market
configuration or to result from formal realignment negotiations.
5 Again, however improbable, the market rates of nonparticipating currencies in the
ECU basket might happen to be exactly those required to ensure continuity of value
restrictions will be met, because market rates for one or more of the currencies might still differ from the historical averages that will determine the conversion rates. If preannouncement in some form is seen as offering the best prospect for a smooth transition to locked currencies, it will therefore be sensible to remove these restrictions, which, although intended to ensure continuity, can stand in its way.

3 Exchange-Rate Arrangements for a Two-Tier EMU

It is now widely accepted that if the move to monetary union in Europe takes place on January 1, 1999, some EU member states will be either unable or unwilling to participate. The resulting two-tier EMU will represent a fundamental change in the economic and political structure of the European Union. Countries remaining outside EMU (the outsiders) will not be staying put in the present framework, which treats all member states on roughly equal terms: Stage 2 will be replaced by a Stage 3 in which the interests of the monetary union will be paramount and the economic and monetary policies of the participants (the insiders) will be dominant (Arrowsmith, 1995a). The exclusion of some member states from the monetary union could prove disruptive, not only to their own economies but also to the wider Single Market and, ultimately, to the fledgling monetary union itself. It is therefore essential to find a way to reconcile the needs of the participants with those of the nonparticipants. This can be done only within an agreed upon cooperative framework in which all member states assume mutual and reciprocal rights and obligations. With only two and a half years to design and install such a framework, the EMI and the ECOFIN Council are now beginning to address the issue.

One solution is already implicit in the Treaty—the continuation of the EMS and its exchange-rate mechanism. In its original, narrow-band form, this may be unacceptable to a number of member states, although for reasons that are more political than economic. Too much was expected of the mechanism initially, and not enough was required of the participants when faced with hard choices. In its present form, however, the ERM is probably too loose to meet future needs, and some rethinking of the basic design will be necessary to accommodate the new circumstances of a two-tier EMU. Nevertheless, the ERM

---

between the ECU and the euro, or the nonparticipating countries might conceivably be persuaded to realign their currencies at the last minute to accommodate the position of the participating countries.
could provide the basic elements of a cooperative solution: a nonrigid and adjustable exchange-rate framework, the coordination of monetary and exchange-rate policies, a set of rules governing intervention behavior, and temporary (and perhaps conditional) financing facilities. Each of these elements could be adjusted in ways that would safeguard the interests of the monetary union while providing a safety net for those outside the union and encouragement for them to pursue sound policies leading to economic convergence.

The precise form of the mechanism itself need not be identical to that of the original ERM. The “normal” fluctuation margins for the currencies of the more convergent outsiders could be made somewhat wider than ±2¼ percent at, say, 2½ percent. If the margins were set in relation to the euro, rather than against each participating currency in a multilateral grid, the currencies could move against the euro by a maximum of 5 percent and thus against each other by a maximum of 10 percent—more than double the movement available to them in the former narrow band, but only one-third the movement permitted by the current 15 percent band. The band could be either hard-edged, requiring spot rates against the euro to be maintained continuously within the band, or soft-edged, in terms of a moving average or standard deviation, as suggested above in the context of the exchange-rate stability test. The need for additional flexibility between the euro and the currencies of the less convergent outsiders (including subsequent new members) could be met by a second band allowing margins of, perhaps, ±6 percent against the euro. This would allow the same amount of movement between the less convergent outsider currencies and the euro as the original wide band of the ERM (12 percent), but twice as much flexibility (24 percent) against other outsider currencies.

The experience of 1992–93 has demonstrated the crucial importance of the nature of the intervention and financing obligations in such a scheme. The mutuality of unlimited reciprocal intervention and of multilateral financing with shared (ECU-denominated) foreign-exchange risk may have been appropriate to the single-tier Europe, but even then, it proved unsustainable. In a two-tier Europe, a more pragmatic arrangement is probably needed. Reciprocal intervention and automatic finance could be made available up to a pre-set limit, as exists now for intramarginal intervention.6 Beyond that limit, further financing would

---

6 Under the Basle-Nyborg Agreement of 1987, the limits for very short-term financing of intramarginal intervention for each country were set at 200 percent of its debtor quota in the Short-Term Monetary Support Facility (the “Soutien”).
be available, subject to policy conditions, up to a ceiling to be determined on a case-by-case basis. One policy requirement might be that the outsider leave fully unsterilized any foreign-exchange-market intervention it might undertake, whereas the ECB would remain free to sterilize its own interventions (Thygesen, 1996). A given amount of intervention to defend the currency of an outsider, however, would be more modest in relation to the monetary union as a whole than (as before) in relation to the German economy alone, and a repayment obligation in euros rather than in ECUs would place the exchange risk implied by devaluation entirely on the shoulders of the devaluing country.

A clearly articulated arrangement of this kind might still prove politically unacceptable to some member states, and obligatory participation by outsiders in a reformulated ERM would be contrary to both the existing EMS agreement and the Maastricht Treaty. For countries unwilling to participate in the new ERM, or for which the economies are not yet sufficiently integrated, a looser framework might be devised to exercise restraint on unfettered floating. This might take the form of a mutual code of conduct, the details of which would be laid down in secondary EU legislation. Adherence could be voluntary in the strict legal sense, although there would be a strong expectation (as with the EMS at present) that all member states would subscribe—and adherence would be a prior condition for participation in the narrow band and hence a precondition for later entry to the monetary union.

Such a code would establish principles according to which the exchange-rate policies of both the ECB and the outsiders would be conducted and a framework of rules defining permissible degrees of exchange-rate movement between the euro and outsider currencies, beyond which countervailing monetary-policy (and perhaps other economic-policy) action would be taken. Guidelines would also be set for the use by one country of another country’s currency or of the euro in foreign-exchange intervention, and multilateral financing facilities could be made available subject to economic-policy conditions. These arrangements would be underpinned by more active multilateral surveillance of economic performance and policies, in accordance with the existing provisions of the Treaty and the continuing objective of convergence. In this context, the ECB and the outsiders might adopt a common inflation target but with different time frames for achieving it.

With a code setting a basic standard for the conduct of orderly exchange-rate relations among all members of the Single Market and a reformulated ERM providing a graduated approach to membership in the monetary union, other optional and more closely drawn arrange-
ments could be added to suit the needs of particular member states. It has been suggested, for example, that a currency-board relation with the euro might be appropriate for Denmark (Thygesen, 1996), whereas a country such as Italy might be offered associate membership in the monetary union. Under associate membership, Italy would have a completely fixed exchange rate but no voting rights in the ECB until the fall in Italian interest rates (prompted by membership) had brought about a sufficient improvement in Italian government finances (Gros, 1995a). Whether or not such subordinate relationships would prove politically acceptable, however, a multiplicity of special arrangements might give confusing signals to financial markets and compromise the basic structure proposed above.

4 A Synthesis

The foregoing analysis identifies three successive phases in the transition to monetary union during which a more rigorous framework than that of the present ERM may be needed to ward off speculative pressures and to promote orderly exchange-rate relations among the member states. Various proposals have been made to address the particular requirements of each stage. Just as a great variety of arrangements for outsiders might prove confusing and even counterproductive, so might a quick succession of different exchange-rate arrangements as the Maastricht timetable unfolds. What is needed, rather, is a strong cord of continuity running through all three phases, so that the main elements of the framework required in 1999 are in place now, when the trial period for exchange-rate stability must begin.

The first of these elements, on which agreement should be relatively easy, should be a code of conduct to which all member states can subscribe. The second should be a formal _ex ante_ definition of exchange-rate stability. This could be used in the assessments of convergence in early 1998. It could also provide the basis for a narrower band within the ERM that could serve as a bridge to the locking of exchange rates on January 1, 1999, and after that, as an exchange-rate arrangement for countries that expect to join the monetary union a little later. In addition, a preannounced averaging formula for determining the conversion rates could be designed and made compatible with such a definition. For these various purposes, it would be advisable for the definition to be quite narrowly drawn but to be given soft edges of the kind described above. The outer limits of the ERM could be modified at the same time to meet the future needs of a two-tier EMU, al-
though it might be wiser to adjust them only when Stage 3 starts. At that point, unless the ECU or some similar official basket of EU currencies is allowed to continue, the nature of the ERM itself will change radically, from a multilateral parity grid to a set of bilateral parities expressed in euros, with a corresponding change in the computation of the fluctuation margins. The code of conduct surrounding the ERM and the newly defined narrow band within it would provide a valuable degree of continuity when that change occurs.
1 The Dynamics of Convergence toward EMU

The Maastricht Treaty has set out a blueprint for moving the members of the European Union (EU) into an economic and monetary union (EMU). The striking aspect of the Maastricht strategy is that countries are asked to provide evidence of good macroeconomic behavior before they are allowed to join the monetary union. They are required to satisfy convergence criteria with regard to inflation rates, long-term interest rates, stable exchange-rates, and fiscal policies.

The idea that countries should satisfy standards of good macroeconomic behavior is surprising on two counts. First, no previous attempt at creating a monetary union has followed such a strategy. The German monetary unification of 1990, the most recent example, did not use this approach. If it had done so, the monetary union between East and West Germany would not have occurred. Second, traditional economic theory concerning the conditions necessary for membership in a monetary union (the theory of optimum currency areas) lists none of the macroeconomic conditions delineated at Maastricht. It stresses, instead, microeconomic conditions that should be fulfilled, which may be summarized as follows:1 When countries are different in economic structure, they are likely to face asymmetric shocks. If unable to use the exchange-rate instrument, they will need substantial flexibility in their labor markets (wage flexibility, for example, or labor mobility) in order to adjust to these shocks and to prevent them from leading to permanent unemployment. According to traditional theory, therefore, the conditions for a successful monetary union are microeconomic in nature. They have nothing to do with the macroeconomic conditions specified at Maastricht.

The theory of optimum currency areas also stresses the need for budgetary flexibility, rather than adherence to strict limits on budget

1 The loci classici are Mundell (1961), McKinnon (1963), and Kenen (1969). For a recent survey, see Tavlas (1994). This theory has also led to a burgeoning empirical literature. See, for example, Neumann and von Hagen (1994), Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993), and De Grauwe and Vanhaverbeke (1993).
deficits (Bayoumi and Masson, 1994). Because countries that enter a monetary union will lose an important instrument of economic policy—their ability to set national monetary policies—they may need to use fiscal policies more intensively when they face asymmetric shocks. National fiscal policies should therefore be allowed to diverge, at least temporarily, from the unionwide average. A failure to allow countries to pursue divergent fiscal policies will put more pressure on the European Central Bank (ECB) to do something about these shocks. According to traditional theory, too little fiscal flexibility may endanger the stability of monetary policymaking at the union level.

If the Maastricht convergence criteria have nothing to do with the conditions necessary to make a workable monetary union in Europe, how can they be justified economically? The need for convergence criteria has been defended on two grounds. First, they are thought to be necessary to guarantee that the future monetary union will produce low inflation. This assertion has been made with regard to both the inflation criterion and the budgetary criteria. Second, the budgetary-convergence criteria (the 3 percent budget-deficit rule and the 60 percent government-debt norm) are thought to be necessary to avoid spillover effects of fiscal policies from one country to others. These spillover effects are deemed to be more pronounced inside than outside the union and to threaten its stability. Regulations on budgetary policies are thus seen as a means to guarantee stability of the monetary union. These claims are analyzed below in more detail.

Convergence Criteria and Monetary Stability in EMU

The argument that the inflation criterion is necessary to guarantee low inflation in EMU may be phrased as follows. Countries have different inflation reputations. Germany, for example, has established a reputation of low inflation; Italy has acquired a less favorable reputation. When these two countries form a monetary union, the union’s own reputation will reflect an average of Germany’s and Italy’s reputations. As a result, the union’s inflation rate is likely to be higher than the rate observed in Germany but lower than the rate in Italy. Clearly, EMU could live with that. The problem is that Germany would be unhappy with this outcome, because it would have to accept a higher inflation rate. It would therefore insist that EMU’s average inflation rate not exceed the German rate and would very likely make Germany’s participation conditional on this outcome.

The inflation-convergence criterion can now be understood as a mechanism that requires Italy to establish a more favorable inflation
reputation prior to entering EMU. Italy should do this outside the union, by reducing its inflation rate on its own. If this is costly, so much the better, because it will show that the Italian authorities are willing to change their priorities to acquire a better reputation. Once Italy has achieved this, it may be admitted to the union without tarnishing the reputation of the other participants. The monetary union can then develop into a low-inflation zone.

A similar argument can be developed to justify the budgetary norms. The authorities of countries with high government debt ratios have incentives to create a surprise inflation so as to reduce the real burden of government debt. If these countries are accepted into the union, they will push for higher inflation rates than countries with lower debt ratios will support, thereby increasing the union’s average inflation rate. In order to avoid this outcome, the high-debt countries will have to reduce their debt ratios before entering the union. An argument can thus be made for imposing prior convergence of inflation and government debt ratios to ensure that the future monetary union will exhibit low rates of inflation.

The first point to note in this regard is that the convergence criteria provide no guarantee of lower inflation in the future monetary union. The convergence dynamics may be seen as a game in which countries are rewarded for following a painful disinflationary policy and punished—that is, excluded from the monetary union—for failing to reduce inflation. Countries therefore have strong incentives to comply with the criteria by adopting disinflationary strategies—those countries, at least, that deem the permanent benefits of joining EMU to exceed the temporary costs of the disinflationary strategy. Once these countries are admitted to EMU, however, the nature of the game, that is, its reward-and-punishment structure, changes fundamentally, because the punishment suddenly vanishes. This change must have important effects on countries’ behavior. Those countries that initially were “softer” on inflation are likely to exhibit the same preferences within EMU. One may argue that the convergence process required prior to entry may have changed their preferences and converted them permanently to low-inflation policies, but this is a tenuous assumption. It is more realistic to assume that these countries will revert to their prior preferences. The convergence criteria do not, in themselves, guarantee low inflation in the future. Such a guarantee can come only from the

\footnote{Note that this does not establish the need for the numbers 3 (budget deficit) and 60 (GDP ratio), the arbitrariness of which has been justly criticized (Buiter, Corsetti, and Roubini, 1993).}
nature of the institutions that will be set up under EMU. I shall return to this issue later.

The fact that the convergence criteria cannot ensure low inflation under EMU has important implications for Germany and has led to strong pressures within Germany to postpone monetary union. For Germany, the costs and benefits of monetary union are asymmetric. The benefits consist of the usual gains from a monetary union (lower transactions costs, elimination of exchange-rate uncertainty, and avoidance of misalignments of exchange rates). The costs reside in the risk of higher future inflation. There is, however, another cost. When Germany enters the union, it loses its power to determine monetary conditions in Europe as a whole. In addition, abandoning the deutsche mark can be seen as abandoning a “brand name” that has been costly to establish. Both the loss of monetary hegemony in Europe and the loss of the brand name are costs incurred up front, at the start of the union. The benefits from EMU, however, are a yearly and uncertain return. This structure of costs and benefits creates a situation in which waiting has a positive value for Germany.\(^3\)

Suppose Germany enters EMU on January 1, 1999. This implies an immediate and irreversible loss of power and brand name (the sunk costs) for Germany. Assume that the present value of the future net return from EMU exceeds this cost. One might think this a sufficient reason for Germany to enter the union on January 1, 1999, but this is unlikely to be the case. The yearly future return is uncertain. By waiting, say, two years, Germany may obtain more information about the commitment of the other potential members to low inflation, and therefore about the net return from EMU for Germany. If this return is high enough, the two-year wait implies a loss of only two years of return. If, instead, the return is low (because of a weak commitment to low inflation and low government debt by the other members), Germany will have avoided the large up-front cost. Germany thus sees a positive value in waiting and so has a strong incentive to postpone the start of EMU.

One may object that Germany cannot decide to postpone the start of EMU, because the dates and procedures for beginning have been set in the Maastricht Treaty. The Treaty provides considerable leeway,

\(^3\) It can be argued that other countries also face an asymmetric structure of costs and benefits, that they also lose their monetary-policy instrument when joining the union. The situation of these other countries is different, however, because most of them have already ceded monetary control to Germany. In addition, they do not face a similar brand-name loss when they abandon their respective currencies.
however, in interpreting these procedures. Take, for example, the debt-to-GDP ratio. According to the Treaty, the debt ratio should decline “sufficiently” and approach the 60 percent reference value at a “satisfactory pace.” This wording was introduced to provide some flexibility, but it can also be used to argue for postponement. Most countries will not have reached the 60 percent reference value by January 1, 1999, and it will be possible to argue that the decline has been insufficient or has proceeded at an unsatisfactory pace. Waiting a little longer to see how the debt ratios evolve makes perfect sense to the German authorities, who attach considerable importance to the budget indicators as signals of a commitment to low inflation.

The convergence requirements can thus be seen to involve a dynamic that produces strong incentives to postpone the start of EMU. This dynamic, in turn, has important implications for the countries with weak reputations for monetary and budgetary stability.

The Dynamics of Convergence for Countries with Weak Reputations

The countries with weak reputations suffer from a double problem. Take the example of Italy (or, equally, Spain). If Italy is forced to reduce its inflation rate before entering the monetary union and must do so carrying the burden of a low reputation, economic agents will be skeptical, and inflationary expectations will not decline easily. The Italian authorities must therefore move the economy along a downward-sloping short-term Phillips curve and generate higher unemployment. The ultimate success of this strategy is not guaranteed. The Italian authorities may very likely fail to acquire an inflation reputation comparable to Germany’s, in which case Italy will never quite reach the same low-inflation equilibrium. Because the Maastricht Treaty also requires Italy to peg its exchange rate, the lira will experience an increasing real appreciation during the transition, leading to doubts that the disinflationary process can be sustained. Speculative crises will then be set in motion, forcing devaluations of the lira and widening the divergence of inflation rates. To qualify for entry, Italy will have to start a new round of disinflation, which may begin again and again.

A similar problem arises with budgetary convergence. Consider countries with weak budgetary performance (Belgium, Italy, Sweden). As long as they are kept out of the monetary union, doubts will exist about their eventual entry. These doubts will also be fed by the knowledge that Germany has an incentive to postpone the start of the union (or to postpone the entry of these particular countries). As a result, devaluation risk will be built into the interest rates of the countries
with high government debts and deficits. High long-term interest rates, moreover, will make it difficult for them to reduce the burden of the government debt. The fact that countries with weak public finances are kept outside the union will thus make their public finances worse and budgetary convergence all the more difficult.

The problem of budgetary convergence is made even worse in countries with poor inflation reputations. The real interest rate in these countries is likely to increase during the disinflation period, because the disinflationary strategy is not fully credible. The decline in observed inflation will therefore not be matched by a decline in expected inflation. As a result, the nominal interest rate does not decline apace with the decline in the observed inflation rate. Put differently, when disinflationary policies suffer from poor credibility, the ex post real interest rate is likely to increase, thereby also increasing the debt burden of the government.

All this creates doubts about the possibility of meeting the Maastricht targets and the potential for speculative crises that will, in turn, raise interest rates in countries with weak public finances. The troublesome aspect of these crises is that they may become self-fulfilling and thus validate doubts about the ability of these countries to meet the Maastricht criteria. The convergence process itself may therefore impede a quick reduction of inflation and budget deficits. If this is a correct characterization of the convergence dynamics for countries such as Italy, allowing these countries into the union without imposing prior convergence requirements would actually facilitate their convergence. In particular, it would make it easier for them to reduce their budget deficits and to start a program of debt reduction.

The dynamics of the Maastricht convergence criteria create a great risk of splitting the European Union apart. Some countries that find it difficult to converge in time to enter EMU on January 1, 1999, will also find it difficult to converge thereafter. The dynamics described above, which make convergence difficult for countries with a weak budgetary or inflationary reputation, will be at work after 1999 as well. As a result, those that are left out in 1999 may in fact be left out for a long time. Such a division in the European Union will create problems not only for the countries left out of EMU, but also for those that enter EMU from the start. The exchange rates between the euro and the outsider currencies are likely to be volatile, creating distortions in trade flows and undermining the Single Market. Instead of promoting integration, a two-speed Europe is likely to set back the existing level of economic integration.
This seems to be a paradox. On the one hand, Germany perceives the entry into the union of highly indebted countries such as Belgium, Italy, and Sweden to be against Germany’s national interest, because the entry of these countries might jeopardize price stability in the future monetary union. On the other hand, letting these countries into the union would make it easier for them to reduce their inflation and government debt. Furthermore, allowing them in would eliminate the risk of a deep division in the European Union. The challenge today is how to resolve this paradox, how to reduce the risk of splitting the European Union while accommodating German fears of excessive inflation in the future. Several proposals for resolving this dilemma are considered below.

Budgetary Convergence Requirements and Spillover Effects

The previous sections discussed the convergence requirements as necessary devices to guarantee low inflation under EMU. The 3 percent and 60 percent budgetary norms were also defended as ways to prevent budget deficits and debt levels that would be large enough to create externalities (spillover effects) harmful to the other members of the union.\(^4\) It is in the interest of all the member countries to prevent too high budget deficits and debt levels from arising in the first place, so as to avoid these negative externalities.

Where do these externalities originate? Several sources have been stressed. First, when a member of a monetary union borrows too heavily to finance budget deficits, it raises the interest rate in the monetary union and thereby increases the burden of debt in other member countries. Second, the higher interest rates produced by excessive borrowing by one member lead to crowding-out effects in the whole union. Third, when one member country issues too much government debt, the risk of default increases. If default occurs, the pressure on the other countries to bail out the defaulting government will be overwhelming. To avoid having to organize a costly bailout, the other governments have an interest in preventing a default from occurring by imposing Maastricht-like limits on budget deficits and government debt levels.

Although there is no question that the spillover effects of fiscal policies must be addressed in a monetary union, the importance of

\(^4\) This view has been heavily criticized by, among others, Buiter, Corsetti, and Roubini (1993), who have insisted that the term “externality” is misplaced, and that the fiscal criteria have nothing to do with the concept of externalities used in economics.
these effects can easily be overestimated for several reasons. First, world capital markets are increasingly integrated, so that long-term real interest rates tend to be equalized. Excessive borrowing by, say, the Italian authorities can therefore influence the real interest rate in the union only to the extent that it changes the world real interest rate. Italy (or any other future EMU member) is too small, however, to have an appreciable influence on the world real interest rate. The spillover effects on real interest rates within the future monetary union are thus likely to be small.

Second, capital markets are increasingly sophisticated. They are able to price the bonds issued by governments so as to allow for default risk. By consequence, the spillover effects are reduced. When one government increases its debt, the market will attach an appropriate risk premium to it, thereby insulating the debt issued by other governments. This also has the effect of putting the burden of the excessive debt on the issuing government itself.

Third, the risks of bailouts can be easily exaggerated. Two questions arise. Does the acceptance of a highly indebted country into the union increase the probability of default? And is the pressure to bail out a defaulting country greater when it is in the union than when it remains outside? Let us consider these two issues consecutively.

Proponents of tight budgetary conditions for entry have argued that the budgetary discipline inside a monetary union is looser than outside a union, because national member governments can borrow in a larger “domestic” capital market without incurring an exchange risk. They will then borrow too much, thereby increasing default risk. It must be admitted that the ability to borrow more without incurring exchange risk “softens” the government’s budget constraints. There is, however, another feature of a monetary union that “hardens” the constraint. In a monetary union, there are several national governments and only one central bank. When entering the monetary union, the national governments have less direct access to a central bank than they had before they entered the union. The ability of each national government to finance a budget deficit by issuing money is therefore reduced considerably once it has entered a monetary union. As a result, the government’s budget constraint becomes harder, reducing the incentive to run large budget deficits. It should be added that the reduced access to

---

5 See Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991), Obstfeld (1993), and Helbling and Wescott (1995), but also the contrary evidence of Feldstein and Horioka (1980). The consensus today is that the Feldstein-Horioka econometric evidence is not in contradiction with high capital mobility.
monetary financing will add to the incentive to issue more bonds. Nevertheless, it remains true that the hardening of the budget constraint should reduce the deficit and thus also reduce the net issue of government bonds.

When comparing these two effects (the larger access to borrowings free of exchange risk and the reduced possibility of monetary financing), it is unclear a priori which one will prevail. It is therefore also impossible to conclude that budgetary discipline becomes looser in a monetary union, requiring additional constraints on budget deficits and debts, so as to reduce the risk of default.6

Eichengreen and von Hagen (1995) have recently added another dimension to this discussion. They provide evidence that monetary union members that maintain control over a large domestic tax base face a lower default risk than do members that have smaller fiscal responsibilities. Because the European monetary union will consist of countries having large domestic taxing powers, the risk of default is likely to be small, compared to the risk faced by, say, the American states or Canadian provinces, which have limited taxing powers. Eichengreen and von Hagen conclude that the need to impose tight limits on government deficits because of possible default risks has been overemphasized in the context of EMU.

Does the risk of a bailout increase in a monetary union? The standard affirmative answer runs as follows. In a monetary union, financial integration increases. As a result, bonds issued by national authorities will be more widely distributed across member countries. A default by one member country will therefore affect more individuals and financial institutions outside the defaulting country than if the country had not been in the union, and more pressure will be exerted on other members to bail out the defaulting member.

Although it cannot be denied that the strong financial integration provided by a monetary union may generate considerable pressure to bail out defaulting governments, this is not the only relevant consideration. There is also the issue of exchange rates. Even if a country such as Italy is not allowed into EMU, an Italian default will still create considerable pressure on the other EU members to bail out the Italian government. If Italy is outside the monetary union when it defaults, the lira is likely to collapse, producing pressure from industrialists in the rest of the European Union to support the lira to spare them a loss of

---

6 De Grauwe (1994a) and Moesen and Van Rompuy (1990), however, present some evidence that cutting the link between the central bank and the government does lead to lower debts and deficits.
competitiveness. This exchange-rate effect would be absent if Italy were to default after joining the monetary union. Keeping Italy outside the union may therefore not necessarily reduce the risk of a future bailout. The two effects, the financial-integration effect and the exchange-rate effect, operate in opposite directions. We simply do not know a priori whether the pressure to bail out a defaulting EU country will be stronger if the country is a member of EMU than if it is left outside the monetary union. It could very well be the other way around.

2 Alternative Transition Processes

The analysis in the previous sections suggests a number of reforms in the transition process to EMU. The transition to EMU should put less emphasis on convergence requirements and more on strengthening the monetary institutions of the future union. In other words, more emphasis should be put on ensuring that the future ECB provides price stability. If this can be done, the convergence criteria can be used more flexibly.

This general strategy could be implemented in several ways. Daniel Gros (1995) has proposed that countries that fail to satisfy the budgetary norms should be denied the right to vote in the Governing Council of the ECB. Countries such as Belgium, Italy, and Sweden would therefore be admitted into the monetary union, but they would not be allowed to take part in the decisionmaking process of the ECB until they had met the fiscal requirements. There would then be no reason to fear that heavily indebted countries might push the ECB to pursue lax monetary policies. This proposal would also resolve the paradox discussed earlier; if highly indebted countries are admitted into the union, it will be easier for them to meet their debt-reduction targets.

A second institutional reform would define and enforce a procedure for removing the members of the Governing Council of the ECB should the bank fail to maintain price stability. Such a procedure would do much more to ensure price stability in the monetary union in, say, the year 2010 than the insistence that countries reduce their inflation rates and their budget deficits in the second half of the 1990s, before the union starts. Such a reform would also go some way toward making the future ECB more accountable. Inflation targeting could be useful in this context. Many central banks now engage in inflation targeting. The ECB could be required to use it too.

The budgetary processes in the EU countries should also be reformed so as to make them more transparent and less prone to lead to
unsustainable budget deficits. Eichengreen and von Hagen (1995) have recently formulated proposals aimed at streamlining the budgetary processes in the European Union. They have suggested, in addition, that a national debt board be established in each country to monitor the evolution of the national debt and to propose remedial action when particular targets are not met.

These are only a few of the proposals advanced to implement the general principle formulated earlier—that less emphasis should be put on the convergence criteria and more on the strengthening of the institutions of the future monetary union. It is important to see this as a quid pro quo. Stronger institutions might convince the German public that the future monetary union will provide low inflation, and Germany might then accept the relaxation of the convergence requirements (which provide few guarantees for Germany). Relaxation of the convergence criteria would in turn reduce the risk that the European Union will split into two parts, producing great economic and political strains.

It should be stressed that this shift in emphasis can be achieved within the framework of the Maastricht Treaty. As mentioned earlier, the wording of the Treaty allows for considerable flexibility in the interpretation of the convergence criteria, especially the budgetary criterion. If the political will is present, a flexible interpretation of the convergence requirements is certainly possible. At the same time, institutional strengthening can be achieved by negotiating additional protocols.

3 Problems in the Starting of EMU

Two important problems associated with the start of EMU deserve attention. First, because membership will be decided in early 1998 but Stage 3 will not begin until January 1, 1999, speculative crises may occur in the months preceding EMU. Second, because the national currencies will continue to circulate (albeit with irrevocably fixed exchange rates) during the three years (1999 to 2002) following EMU, speculative crises may arise in the months following EMU. How serious are these problems?

Conversion Rates and Speculation

Although the membership issue will be settled in early 1998 (if at all), the conversion rates for the members’ currencies will not be known with certainty until January 1, 1999. Speculative crises may therefore arise, for either of two reasons. One is that large asymmetric shocks
during 1998 will be perceived as creating a need for exchange-rate adjustments prior to the start of EMU, so as to avoid locking rates at values that no longer correspond to equilibrium. A second may result from what has been called the “end-game” problem. At the start of Stage 3, countries lose their ability to change their exchange rates. They may therefore want to devalue their currencies for the last time just before exchange rates are locked. A country that decides to devalue can reap the benefits of such a devaluation (for example, improved competitiveness, reduction of the real burden of the government debt) without creating expectations of another devaluation in the future—expectations that typically raise domestic interest rates and make a devaluation less attractive. The incentive to devalue “for the last time” may thus be very strong in a number of countries, and a speculative crisis is likely to erupt when speculators become aware of it.

How important are these problems? Let us examine the “end-game” problem first. When countries are selected to enter EMU in the beginning of 1998, they will have to comply with Article 109l of the Treaty, which says that the decision concerning the permanent conversion rates must be taken by unanimity. In other words, at the moment a country is accepted into EMU, it will abandon its sovereignty over its exchange rate. This eliminates the end-game problem. Devaluation will not be an option for countries that enter the union.7

The other problem, the possible occurrence of large shocks during 1998, cannot be excluded. The issue is how the participating countries should deal with the problem. One possible response would be to announce the conversion rates simultaneously with the membership decision. Such an announcement, however, must be made credible so as to withstand a speculative storm should one arise. A “commitment technology” should therefore be put in place. This would consist of steps toward the centralization of the monetary policies of the countries that will participate in EMU. The policies of these countries should be agreed upon from the date on which the countries are accepted, and each country should declare that its central bank will supply its own money in unlimited amounts in exchange for the currency under pressure. Such a solemn declaration, if credible, will deter speculators, because central banks can create unlimited amounts of their own currency to be sold in support of another currency. Once this is known

7 The decision about the conversion rates will be taken at the start of Stage 3. It is therefore conceivable that a country will change its exchange rate after admission (early 1998) but before January 1, 1999. It will then face the almost certain reversal of that exchange-rate manipulation on January 1, 1999.
and accepted by speculators, they will not find it worthwhile to undertake a speculative attack.

If the countries accepted into EMU fail to set up such a commitment technology, they will take a risk. In that case, it will be necessary to allow for a sufficient amount of exchange-rate flexibility. Accordingly, the 15 percent fluctuation margin should be maintained so as to absorb any speculative shocks that may arise. This margin should suffice to weather speculative crises. The authorities may strengthen the exchange-rate system by declaring that the central rates will be the conversion rates. Even if speculators do not fully believe this, they will know that large deviations of the exchange rates from the central rates can involve them in large losses.

Irrevocably Fixed Exchange Rates and Speculation

From January 1, 1999, exchange rates among the participating currencies will be irrevocably fixed. During the following three years, however, these currencies will continue to circulate. They need not be replaced by the euro until 2002.

When this additional stage in the transition process was initially proposed, it met with considerable skepticism from many observers, primarily because of past experience with fixed exchange rates. Sooner or later, fixed exchange rates come under pressure. According to the skeptics, therefore, this additional transition stage is superfluous and will only create more problems on the road to full monetary union.

The European authorities defend the additional period on technical grounds; they regard it as necessary to prepare for the final shift to the single currency. If their interpretation is correct, the additional stage may not lead to speculative crises. The reason is that the ECB will take over monetary policies from the national central banks on January 1, 1999, and it will be able to cope with large changes in the demand for national currencies. Suppose, for example, that large numbers of French residents wish to convert their holdings of francs into deutsche marks between 1999 and 2002. The ECB will supply the additional deutsche marks and retire the francs. It can do this, moreover, until the last francs have disappeared from circulation; the mere substitution of deutsche marks for francs will not jeopardize the systemwide money-supply target that the ECB is likely to pursue.

There may be another reason, however, why this additional stage was added, which relates to Germany’s desire to maintain its valuable option to postpone the start of EMU. If this is indeed the case, the stability of the transitional stage is not at all assured, for the market
may come to expect that Germany will insist on postponement, and any such expectation may lead to considerable market turbulence. As is well known, the German Constitutional Court has ruled that Germany is entitled to pull out of EMU if EMU does not provide price stability. Such a pullout would still be possible at minimal cost during the transitional stage. To avoid the instability of this low-cost exit option, a strong commitment by Germany will be necessary at the start of 1999. It must declare that it is irrevocably engaged in the process of monetary unification. Otherwise, the Constitutional Court’s ruling will hang like a Damocles’ sword over the monetary union.
THE APPROACH TO EMU

Charles A.E. Goodhart

1 The Fiscal Question

The program set out in the Maastricht Treaty for reaching monetary union by January 1, 1999, is now looking very tight. The recent cessation of growth in much of Europe has caused the fiscal position in many of the major countries, including France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, to deteriorate relative to prior expectations. Few countries, perhaps only Denmark, Finland, Ireland, and Luxembourg, have achieved the Maastricht limit of 3 percent for budget deficits. The timetable, moreover, is becoming uncomfortably short. It was agreed at the Madrid Summit that the decision about which countries might participate at the start of Stage 3 would be made on the basis of 1997 data as soon as these become reliably available. These data are expected in March 1998.

There appear to be three courses of action available to the European countries that might reasonably expect to join the monetary union at the outset. The first would be to lengthen the timetable by stopping the clock, perhaps by using the clause in Article 109j(4), which can be construed as allowing the European Union (EU) to agree before the end of 1997 to postpone the start date for Stage 3 beyond January 1, 1999. The legality of this course remains uncertain, and there remains much opposition to it, however, particularly within the European Commission, where it is strongly opposed by President Santer. Commission members fear that any flexibility in the agreed upon start date could cause the start to be continuously deferred, especially by a reluctant German public. An initial delay, therefore, might seriously damage the credibility of the economic and monetary union (EMU) itself.

A second option would be to interpret the fiscal criteria gently, for both the deficit and the debt ratio, by giving a loose interpretation to the qualifying clauses in Article 104c(2). The German political elite, however, has expressed its firm opposition to this course, and, given the state of public disenchantment with EMU inside Germany, would find it difficult now to change direction. Indeed, any significant weakening in the application of the criteria might cause Germany to revoke
its agreement to join—through an application to the Constitutional Court, for example, through a vote in the Bundesrat, or even as a consequence of the upcoming election in the autumn of 1998.

A third possible option would be to make either additional fiscal cuts in expenditures or increases in taxes. Such measures would be partly offset, however, by their additional deflationary impact on the economy and, hence, on tax revenues. What is more immediately of concern is how fired up public opposition to EMU would be by steps imposed in order to adhere to the fiscal criteria, the rationale for which is highly contentious. It is unfortunate that the final path to EMU is coinciding with a phase of low growth and high unemployment in Europe. This not only makes cyclically inappropriate the timing of the fiscal cuts—although not necessarily their extent—it also means that the EMU process itself may be blamed by the public for the continuation of low growth and high unemployment.

It may well be the case that, with a worsening demographic trend, most European countries should be aiming now for a fiscal surplus over the cycle. But whether or not the Maastricht fiscal criteria happen to be consistent with sound fiscal economics (based, for example, on an estimate of long-term public-expenditure needs to be financed by constant expected tax rates), the criteria were not originally designed or justified on such a basis. As far as one can tell, they were put in place mainly to prevent a member state from choosing to behave imprudently, to prevent it from taking advantage of the comparatively low interest rates offered on government euro-borrowing to build up such a large debt that the European Central Bank (ECB) might suddenly be faced with a choice between an inflationary bailout and a, barely thinkable, decision to let a member state go bankrupt.

The central-bank governors, whose prior work on the Delors Committee and in their own subsequent planning committee largely laid the foundations for Maastricht, have been somewhat inconsistent on this issue. Wearing their hats as Basle Committee supervisors, they proclaimed that OECD government debt should bear a zero credit-risk weighting, but wearing their Delors Committee hats, they constructed an EMU system in which the default risk on member states’ government bonds could become significant. But if such default or credit risk on member

1 As the 1995–96 U.S. budgetary battles should remind us, default risk is present even in the strongest countries. Even before EMU, however, central-bank governors were reluctant, no doubt for political reasons, to put themselves in a position of having to allocate any risk-weighting to government debt.
governments’ bonds had been, or still could be, properly factored into the various capital-adequacy directives, banks and other financial institutions could not hold large amounts of any government’s bonds without holding increasing capital reserves against them. As Graham Bishop (1991, 1992) has rightly argued, the financial system could thereby be given at least partial protection against a default, reducing the need for the authorities to limit fiscal choice for monetary reasons.

One of the adverse side effects of the deficit criterion is that it may reduce the flexibility with which fiscal policy may be used by individual member states to offset adverse shocks, just at the moment when monetary policy may no longer be used for this purpose. In this respect, German minister Theo Waigel’s proposed stability pact, whereby member states would aim at a lower deficit in normal times in order to allow some room for the automatic stabilizers to work during cyclical downturns, makes good sense. But there has been, as far as I know, no published justification for proposing that a 1 percent deficit should be the “normal” target level, with 3 percent being the maximum permitted deficit. It could well be that governments should aim for a fiscal surplus, on average, in order to allow sufficient room for some fiscal stabilization, both automatic and discretionary, during severe downturns. But perhaps Waigel did not want to frighten the troops.

Waigel did, however, cause a tremor or two by suggesting that any government surpassing the 3 percent limit for more than one year should be required to pay over to the EU budget a fine representing some significant fraction of the assessed overrun. This proposal creates all kinds of difficulties. It would immediately add to the fiscal deficit it is meant to prevent; it would encourage accounting stratagems to reduce the estimated fine; and worst of all, it would inevitably have the effect of raising anti-European venom among the public. Would national parliaments willingly vote for such a tax, and what would happen if they refused? What is needed, instead, is some sanction that would hit the political elite in an offending country without impinging on the general public.

2 The Exchange-Rate Question

Membership in the Exchange-Rate Mechanism (ERM) as a Convergence Criterion

Uncertainties about the interpretation of the convergence criteria extend beyond the fiscal criteria to the exchange-rate criterion as well.
This is set out in Article 109j and states that each member state shall fulfill “the observance of the normal fluctuation margins provided for by the exchange rate mechanism of the European Monetary System [EMS], for at least two years, without devaluing against the currency of any other Member State.”

The retreat to wider 15 percent bands in August 1993 has clouded the meaning of the term “normal fluctuation” margins. Both the European Monetary Institute (EMI) and the Commission have flinched from any attempt at specific quantification. But what is surely clear is that a member state will have to have been a member of the ERM for the years 1996 and 1997 in order to meet the above wording. Because the United Kingdom is not now a member of the ERM and does not intend to become one in the foreseeable future, it cannot qualify for EMU at the beginning. I have been surprised by comments in the British press that the United Kingdom may be one of the few countries meeting all the criteria at the outset, even if it should choose to avail itself of the opt-out it obtained at Maastricht. I was even more surprised to read a report in the *Financial Times* (Barber, 1995) that Prime Minister Major was of the same view, that prior ERM membership was no longer a prerequisite for entry, and even that the Commission had recoiled from confirming what seems to be patently obvious. The EMI (1995b, p. x) raised such reluctance to an art form in its statement that “under current circumstances, it is not advisable to give a precise operational content to the Treaty provisions regarding exchange rates which could be mechanically applied also to forthcoming periods.”

The press reports on the Verona meeting of the ECOFIN Council on April 13 and 14, 1996, suggested that this issue has been clarified. Apparently, the Commission, supported by France, Germany, and Benelux, will require prior membership within the broad-band ERM in order to satisfy the exchange-rate criterion. In view of the possible

---

2 Later in the same document (p. 33, box 4.1), the EMI confirms that “the requirement to be a member of the ERM remains an element of the Treaty.” At the Royal Institute of International Affairs Conference on EMU in London on March 13 and 14, Klaus Regling of the German Ministry of Finance, Governor Jean-Claude Trichet of the Banque de France, Governor Eddie George of the Bank of England, and Sir Leon Brittan, one of the two EC commissioners from the United Kingdom, were all specifically asked for their interpretation of this criterion. Regling said that the Treaty was “clear”; Trichet, that he was consulting his lawyers; and George, that he hoped that the substance of exchange-rate stability, not the formalities of ERM membership, would be the basis for the decision on this issue. Sir Leon waxed eloquent that, should the United Kingdom be otherwise able and willing to join, this problem would “melt away like snow before the Spring sun.”
prior uncertainty about the interpretation of this clause, however, those countries not now participating in the ERM (Italy, Sweden, and the United Kingdom) will be allowed until the end of 1996 to rejoin and could still be adjudged to have met that aspect of the criterion. The two-year requirement has, in effect, been shortened to fifteen months, although with casuistry one might argue that by joining in 1996 and being judged in 1998, the two-year requirement minimally remains. For as long as the present Conservative government remains in office, the United Kingdom will not rejoin; how a Labour government might respond is still uncertain.

Several academic colleagues on the Continent take the view that the exchange-rate criterion should be used, if still possible, to exclude the United Kingdom from initial membership, even if it wants to join and is, in other respects, entitled to do so. Their point is that membership in EMU is not widely popular either among the British public or among Conservative politicians. The worst scenario for the viability of EMU would be to have one British (Labour) government take the United Kingdom into EMU, only to have a subsequent Conservative government, elected, say in the midst of a severe slump, take the United Kingdom out again. It is thus arguable that profederalists in the United Kingdom and abroad, as well as skeptics, should favor a pre-entry referendum, precisely to defend against the disastrous possibility of the United Kingdom’s wounding EMU by revoking the supposedly irrevocable.

I have argued elsewhere (Goodhart, 1996) that EMU cannot be immune to widespread public and political dissatisfaction in any major country, even after the euro has replaced the participants’ national currencies, despite empty rhetoric to the contrary. Perhaps the ERM membership issue could be used by Continental politicians as a way of requiring that the United Kingdom hold a referendum before it is allowed to opt in—although it might be difficult for politicians on the Continent to make a proposal that could be construed as interfering in the United Kingdom’s internal political processes.

How Should Exchange Rates Be Fixed among the “Ins”?

I turn next, in the context of considering exchange-rate issues, to the question of the “Ins” and the “Outs.” Let me first discuss briefly what may happen to the exchange rates of the countries that join EMU at the outset. These insiders face a serious, although somewhat technical, problem. Their exchange rates must be irrevocably fixed on the starting date of January 1, 1999. Their exchange rates may vary against each other, however, and their central rates may be revised between the
moment of their selection as Ins and the starting date for Stage 3 (to establish a more user-friendly set of cross-rates against the euro, for example). If such exchange-rate revisions are left until the very last moment, however, say in December 1998, private-sector agents will surely try to anticipate any final alignments, and this could generate massive speculative capital flows in response to rumors or to new information. It is unlikely that official discussions on such a sensitive topic could be kept secret for long, and any leak could lead to most disorderly market conditions.3

One alternative that has been canvassed would be to fix at the same moment, say in March 1998, both the identity of the initial participants and the exchange rates that will be adopted among them. It is unlikely, however, that the time and energy available for those decisions would suffice to allow both complex sets of questions to be resolved simultaneously. More important, the institutional arrangements whereby the exchange rates would become irrevocably fixed on January 1, 1999, would not yet be firmly in place. The ECB would not exist, and national central banks would not yet be required, or necessarily willing, to accept at par and without limit the currencies of other participating member states. So long as the national monetary authorities are still independently responsible for setting interest rates in their own money markets, as is supposed to be the case until January 1, 1999, exchange rates can and will diverge from their proclaimed final alignment. Will that matter? If the divergence from the announced final values becomes at all large, it might throw some doubt on the credibility of these future rates. My own view, however, is that the ECB, together with the national central banks of the participating countries, will have the technical ability and market power to prevent large exchange-rate movements, so long as they have the essential political and public support for that exercise. I would therefore expect any interim speculation to be stabilizing, in the sense that it will drive the exchange rates of the participating member states toward their final announced values, unless policies adopted in the meantime by the participating countries are patently inconsistent with the achievement of EMU.

3 The exercise of setting exchange rates for the Ins may be further complicated, moreover, depending on the interpretation to be given to the Treaty’s requirement that the irrevocable fixing “shall not by itself modify the external value of the ECU.” Given that only a subset of the EU countries whose currencies are now part of the ECU will join EMU initially, and that some of the Outs may have to devalue at that time, the meaning of this requirement has become opaque, but it might further hinder any planned final parity readjustments. I am grateful to John Arrowsmith for reminding me of this problem.
Other alternatives have been proposed. The Executive Board of the ECB has to be established immediately after the last possible date on which eligible countries are to be chosen, that is by July 1, 1998. Decisions on the selection and introduction of the irrevocably fixed exchange rates may then be delegated to the Governing Council and Executive Board of the ECB as one of its first main tasks.

Another rather neat idea, which has now been widely canvassed, is that the final exchange rates should be established as the average rates ruling over, say, the three years before January 1, 1999. This would give the market a degree of certainty from the outset, while allowing some flexibility in the run-up to January 1. As that final date comes closer, the ultimate value will become ever more firmly established; this should again lead to stabilizing speculation.

The disadvantage of this last solution is that the final exchange rates would result from market happenstance rather than any conscious choice. In particular, market outcomes would not result, except by pure chance, in user-friendly sets of cross-rates (for example, with the euro), but in horrible fractions instead, to seven or so decimal places. Because the key to the whole exercise will be its public acceptability, the choice of user-friendly rates strikes me as important. I would consequently argue for the earliest possible announcement of the final rates, preferably involving a realignment to a user-friendly set of cross-rates. Speculation could then be expected to force actual spot exchange rates toward the final announced values, subject to any remaining interest differentials.

Some, however, fear that any attempt to agree on a final realignment among the insiders would open up a Pandora’s box, whereby each nation would seek to achieve a more competitive exchange rate. Whether the final group of insider countries can achieve a set of user-friendly cross-rates without any of them having to undergo a major parity adjustment will remain uncertain until we know the identity of these core countries and can do the accompanying exercise. Experience suggests that it is rarely easy to produce round conversion factors by “small” realignments, even with only a few currencies. If there are, for example, two or more ways of achieving a set of user-friendly rates, with differing implications for real exchange rates, there may be dissension and political deadlock over which to choose.

The case for using averages of market rates as the basis for fixing the exchange rates of participants is the fear that each country will seek its own competitive advantage through a final devaluation and that the participants may become paralyzed and unable to choose any parity
realignment. My own view is that this fear is exaggerated. With the participating countries embarking on what will be seen and treated as the start of a grand European design, it seems unlikely that they will risk getting it under way in a fractious spirit by seeking to maximize narrow national advantage. It is, however, not impossible.

Relations between the Ins and Outs

Concerns about “competitive devaluation” have already played a large, although exaggerated, role in discussions about exchange-rate relations between the Ins and Outs. “Competitive devaluation” is to EMU what “fundamental disequilibrium” was to Bretton Woods—a central concept the meaning of which is somewhat difficult to define. In one sense, of course, any devaluation must improve the competitive position of a country, but the countries left outside EMU can hardly be expected to maintain completely fixed exchange rates against the euro, especially when they have just been publicly designated as too weak, too inflationary, and too fiscally profligate to join the union. Indeed, the very fact of being ruled “out” might spark off a speculative attack.

What is becoming clearer is that the positions and objectives of the Outs will be varied. Rather than having a common purpose, the Outs might each seek to engage in bilateral negotiations with the core group of Ins. There may be at least three positions taken by the various Outs. Some—Austria, Belgium, Denmark, and, perhaps, Finland—might wish to mimic as closely as possible the exchange-rate conditions that would have pertained had they been participating in EMU. They could do this by tying their own currencies rigidly to the euro through a currency-board system. The question then would be whether they would have to do so absolutely on their own, relying purely on their own reserves of euros and other foreign-exchange reserves to see themselves through external speculative attacks or internal financial crises, or whether they could expect assistance from the Ins. Unlimited assistance from the Ins must surely be ruled out, because such aid would be tantamount to contradicting the decision to keep these countries out in the first place. But absolute refusal of any assistance would be niggardly and hardly communautaire. As in other areas of central banking, constructive ambiguity on a case-by-case basis may be necessary.

At the other extreme are countries that may be unable or unwilling to enter into a standard ERM relationship with the EMU countries. This group might comprise Greece, Italy, and the United Kingdom. Such countries would presumably continue to let their currencies float.
I would presume that the EU institutions, the Council of Ministers and the European Commission, would press these countries to establish some nominal anchor or objective; this could be either an inflation or nominal-income target or an intermediate monetary target. In this case, a competitive devaluation would presumably be defined as a devaluation accompanying a clear failure to abide by the country’s chosen nominal anchor. The European bodies would presumably invoke Article 109m of the Maastricht Treaty to give them the standing to express an opinion on the suitability and quantification of the nominal target chosen in each case.

A third group of countries would presumably seek to establish a pegged-but-adjustable exchange-rate relationship with the EMU countries. Niels Thygesen (1996) has argued that the disparity in size and weight between the core Ins and the peripheral Outs, and the absolute priority to be given by the ECB to achieving price stability among the Ins, would probably rule out a simple continuation of the existing EMS. Instead of adopting a grid of bilateral parities, these countries would peg directly to the euro; what the prospective exchange-rate margins would be and what assistance, if any, would be available from the core Ins would have to be determined. The Iberian and Nordic countries might be in this group, but there would be a serious initial problem for them. As already noted, they would have just been publicly designated as weak. The ECB might be too preoccupied with achieving anti-inflationary credibility to offer much, if any, assistance to them on the exchange market, and the EU authorities might attempt to seize this occasion to reestablish narrow margins. If so, the peripheral Outs adopting such pegged exchange rates would be especially vulnerable to speculative attacks at the outset. If then overwhelmed, they might find that a small devaluation might not be credible, whereas a large one might be regarded as “competitive” and hence unacceptable. They would presumably then be forced to let their currencies float.

Only in the case of a chosen preemptive parity adjustment can one make much sense of the term “competitive devaluation.” In this instance, one might define it as a devaluation that establishes a more competitive real exchange rate than the rate that existed on some base date, although the difficulties of agreeing to an appropriate base date and of adjusting from a nominal to a comparable real basis are only too obvious.

A recent paper by Persson and Tabellini (1996) argues that an inflation target would be more advantageous for the outsider countries than would an exchange-rate peg to the euro.
The more one looks at the term “competitive devaluation,” the more slippery and difficult it becomes. A nominal devaluation that is accompanied by an expansionary monetary policy, for example, is unlikely to make the devaluing country excessively competitive for long, because the resulting faster-climbing domestic inflation is likely to bring the real exchange rate back to its predevaluation level rather quickly. Yet a nominal devaluation that is not accompanied by a more expansionary monetary policy is unlikely to reflect a conscious attempt to gain a trading advantage but, as with Italy’s recent experience, may be forced by speculative attacks based on political or other noneconomic concerns. It takes a rare combination of circumstances to achieve a purposeful, consciously chosen, devaluation that succeeds in achieving any long-lasting competitive advantage by altering the real exchange rate. Politicians, officials, and economists who are most concerned about this supposed problem should be required to state exactly how a “competitive devaluation” should be defined.
LINKING THE INS AND OUTS

Daniel Gros

Only a few of the fifteen member states of the European Union (EU) will participate at the start of Stage 3 of economic and monetary union (EMU), scheduled to begin on January 1, 1999. On present performance, only three to five countries around France and Germany are likely to be part of this avant-garde.¹ This raises the question of how the exchange-rate relations between the Ins and the Outs should be organized.

There is a strictly legal aspect to this issue in that one of the convergence criteria in the Maastricht Treaty (Article 109j[1]) is “the observance of the normal fluctuation margins provided for by the exchange rate mechanism [ERM] of the European Monetary System [EMS], for at least two years, without devaluing against the currency of any other member state.” The Treaty states, in addition, that once EMU has started, there must be, at least every two years, an examination of the countries that have not yet qualified to enter the monetary union. Such a country may join EMU only if it fulfills the convergence criteria. The Treaty thus implicitly assumes that the exchange-rate mechanism of the EMS will continue to exist. This does not necessarily imply that the EMS must continue in exactly its present form. Because the circumstances will change radically once Stage 3 begins, one might even argue that the EMS must change. It is clear, however, that formal participation in a reformed exchange-rate mechanism (as opposed to mere stability of the exchange rate independently of any such mechanism) will be one of the requirements for entry after 1999. The ECOFIN Council at Verona confirmed this interpretation of the Treaty in April 1996.² It is thus clear that some form of exchange-rate mechanism will have to be created and that all countries that want to participate eventually in EMU will have to be part of it.

1 A New Exchange-Rate Mechanism?

The Treaty mandates only that there has to be some kind of exchange-rate mechanism. The interesting question from an economic point of

¹ The term “avant-garde” is meant to suggest that the starting group does not form an exclusive “core,” but that it will be joined quickly by most of the other EU countries.

² ECOFIN denotes the Council of Ministers when it includes the ministers of economics and finance.
view is what form that mechanism should take. Some observers have
argued that common inflation targets would be preferable to an
exchange-rate target (Dewatripont et al., 1995; Persson and Tabellini,
1996; Spaventa, 1996a). The present paper assumes that the conditions
under which inflation targets are desirable, namely, unstable money
demand in the euro area and few shocks to exchange rates, are not likely
to prevail. The choice between inflation and exchange-rate targets is
really more apparent than real, because the Treaty also imposes an
inflation target in the form of the convergence requirement on inflation
(which must not be more than 1.5 percent above that of the three best
performers).

The function of a new exchange-rate mechanism, already known as
“EMS 2,” for the countries that do not participate immediately in EMU
would be to limit short-run exchange-rate variability and avoid misalign-
ments. The experience of 1993 has shown that even countries such as
France, which has strong fundamentals, may come under pressure, and
the near crisis of 1995 shows that political uncertainty may set in motion
a self-validating chain of higher interest rates that lead to higher budget
deficits and, in turn, to higher interest rates. For a formal description of
this kind of speculative attack, see Gros (1995b).

An exchange-rate mechanism would thus be not only legally required
but also potentially useful in limiting exchange-rate variability and misalignments of the currencies outside EMU. The form it should take
and its feasibility in 1999 cannot be predicted at this time, because its
nature will depend on the number of countries that remain outside
EMU initially and the prospects of their joining soon. Consider the
following two extreme scenarios:

(1) By early 1998, eleven countries have made enough progress to
participate in EMU, and the United Kingdom elects to “opt in.” Only
Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Sweden still have excessive budget deficits,
but the last three of these have made so much progress in fiscal con-
solidation and in reducing inflation that they will probably be able to
join a year or two later.

(2) Only France, Germany, and a few small countries participate in
1999. The United Kingdom has confirmed its intention to opt out, and
convergence in the rest of the European Union has been very slow, so
that the other countries will need some years before they can join EMU.

It is apparent that the nature of the exchange-rate system that will be
needed, the EMS 2, will be radically different depending on which of
these two scenarios most closely describes the outcome. Under the first scenario, there is no need for a full-fledged exchange-rate system, because exchange rates are likely to be stable anyway. Under the second, by contrast, there would be a real need for a system to limit exchange-rate fluctuations.

Although one cannot know in mid-1996 how many countries will join EMU in 1999 (the Ins) and how much convergence those remaining outside (the Outs) will have achieved, a few simple considerations show that it will not be possible under any circumstance to recreate the old EMS. The main constraint is the difference in size between the Ins taken collectively and the Outs taken individually. This has two implications: asymmetry and bilateralism—or “hub and spoke.”

**Asymmetry**

Even if the avant-garde contains only France, Germany, and a few smaller countries, it will be several times as large in terms of GDP and trade as the set of countries that remain outside EMU (excluding the United Kingdom). The difference will be even larger in terms of the sizes of financial markets and reputations for stability. A formally symmetric system like the EMS becomes impossible under these circumstances. Even in the old ERM, Germany played a central role, although, in terms of trade and GDP, it never accounted for more than 45 percent of the area covered.

**Hub and Spokes**

The trade of the periphery with the core that will represent the “hub” of the system is several times larger than the trade among the “spokes” (the likely outsiders). The new system will thus not be multilateral. It will be effectively bilateral, in that it regulates the bilateral relations between the euro and the outsiders’ currencies.

Figure 1 illustrates these facts by grouping the main participants in the post-EMU environment into four boxes proportionate in size to each group’s GDP. The figure thus shows the relative sizes of the Ins and Outs and the strength of trade links between them. It is apparent that the avant-garde block is much larger than that of the Outs, which has been split into two subgroups: the “willing outsiders” and the United Kingdom and Denmark.

For the avant-garde, trade with the rest of the world is much more important than trade with either the willing outsiders or the United Kingdom and Denmark. The behavior of the dollar and yen exchange rates are thus more important than the behavior of the exchange rates
of the Outs. The European Central Bank (ECB) will therefore be much more inclined to react to developments affecting the value of the euro against the dollar than to be concerned about possible competitive devaluations by the outsiders.

For the willing outsiders, the situation is different: Their exchange-rate policies are likely to be focused on the euro, not only because they hope to participate in EMU, but also because most of their trade is with EMU. For the United Kingdom and Denmark, the relative strength of the trade links is inverted: the rest of the world will be more important than EMU as long as EMU comprises only the avant-garde. Once the willing outsiders have joined EMU, the situation will change, because at that point, trade with the rest of the world (110 billion ECUs) will be smaller than trade with a large EMU (132 billion ECUs).

Finally, there is no economic rational for a coalition of the willing outsiders with the United Kingdom. Their trade links are not important. It is also interesting to note that the ten candidate countries in Central Europe ("future willings") are economic dwarfs. Most of their trade, moreover, is with the EMU avant-garde; their links with the Outs are insignificant.

All willing outsiders have been lumped together in one rectangle in Figure 1. In reality, however, they differ enormously from each other in terms of their trade links and convergence efforts. This does not imply that each outsider should have a different exchange-rate arrangement. On the contrary, for legal reasons, the same type of arrangement has to be offered to all outsiders. Even if all outsiders are willing to enter the same system, however, it will not actually work in the same way for each participant.

The case of the United Kingdom will present a particular problem if the British government decides to opt out in 1998 and confirms its refusal to enter into an agreement concerning the exchange rate of the pound. There is little one can do if the U.K. government insists on this position. The other member countries will probably cooperate with the ECB, however, to create a system that stabilizes exchange rates. I have indicated why I believe it is too early to discuss the details of such a system, but two features should be part of any system that is finally adopted. First, support from the ECB in terms of intervention obligations should be linked to the convergence efforts of the outsiders. The closer a country gets to satisfying the criteria for full EMU membership, the more support it should receive from the ECB in defending its exchange rate if it comes under a speculative attack. Second, there must
be a limit to the obligations of the ECB. The ECB cannot underwrite a system that forces it to intervene in unlimited amounts at some prespecified exchange rate. That would jeopardize its primary responsibility, which is to maintain price stability for its members.

Although the precise form of an EMS 2 will presumably be known before 1999, its actual functioning after 1999 will depend much more on the relative sizes of its members (mentioned above) and the degree of convergence achieved by the outsiders at that date than on the formal rules of the game.

It is often argued that the countries that remain outside will be tempted to resort to competitive devaluations. But this fear, which is based on recent experience, seems to be unfounded. Exchange rates are difficult to control, because they evolve with market expectations about future policy. It will therefore be difficult for any government (or national central bank) to “engineer” a competitive depreciation without starting a cycle of inflationary expectations and rising interest rates that will be difficult to control. Moreover, the convergence criterion on exchange-rate stability will continue to apply after 1999, and any country that is tempted to pursue a “beggar-thy-neighbor” exchange-rate policy will pay the price of a further delay in gaining EMU membership.

How tight the exchange-rate system will be after EMU has started depends essentially on the Outs, but that is not likely to be the key political problem in early 1998. The chief political problem will be posed by the “near Ins,” that is, the countries that just fail to satisfy one or more of the convergence criteria. These countries will argue that EMU should be delayed because they will suffer from speculative attacks and higher interest rates if they are excluded. They might even claim that a “vital national interest” is at stake and might exert political pressure to delay the start of EMU. This would be difficult from a legal point of view, because the Maastricht Treaty says that those that do not want to participate, or cannot participate, will respect the will of the others to go ahead. In 1998, moreover, the European Council will not need to take a vote on the start of EMU, because EMU will start in principle automatically on January 1, 1999. In the life of the European Union, however, politics is often more important than the legal details of the Treaty. If some of the near Ins want to delay EMU, they might argue that the fiscal criteria have not been objectively applied, or they might withhold their cooperation on other important issues (for example, the Intergovernmental Conference on Political Union). It is therefore critical to take the interests of these countries into account. A postpone-
ment to allow the near Ins to catch up is not desirable, because there will always be some country that is close to fulfilling all the criteria. How should one deal with this problem?

2 A Concrete Proposal

The countries that are excluded from the start of EMU, despite being very close, need some reassurance from the European Union that an EMU comprising only the avant-garde is only a temporary phenomenon and that the others can be sure of joining once they have converged. This is certainly the intention of the Treaty, but what if initial exclusion makes convergence much more difficult, even with the aid of a new EMS?

The best solution would be to grant a form of associate status in EMU. An almost convergent country could be invited to come under the EMU umbrella to benefit from lower interest rates, but it would not participate in the management of the common monetary policy until it had converged in fiscal terms. This arrangement could be achieved technically by a unilateral declaration that the country concerned accept all the obligations arising from membership in EMU.\(^3\) It would be preferable, however, to have a formal agreement between the European Union (or, rather, the ECB) and the country concerned, and political support from the Council of Ministers, because this would make the arrangement much more credible in the markets. The agreement would mainly specify that the national currency would be irrevocably linked to the euro without margins and that the national central bank would follow the monetary policy of the ECB as if it were a full member of EMU.

In essence, the country would give up its national monetary policy and replace it with that of the ECB—as full participants would do—but it would play no role in the making of ECB policy. More precisely, its exchange rate would be irrevocably fixed, its payments

\(^3\) The government would have to declare its acceptance of the obligations arising from Articles 104c(9) and (11) on the excessive deficits procedure; Articles 105(1), (2), (3), and (5), on monetary policy; 105a on notes and coins; and 108a on empowering the ESCB. The national central bank would also have to accept the obligations resulting from the ESCB Statute (Articles 3, 9, 12.1, 14.3, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 30–34, and 52). The restrictions specified in paragraphs 3 to 6 of Article 43 of the Statute, however, would apply. In addition, the country concerned would not participate in decisions under Articles 109, on exchange-rate relations with the rest of the world, and 109a(2)(b), on membership of the Executive Board of the ESCB.
systems would be unified with that of the monetary union, and it would be directly affected by actions of the ECB. Its national central bank would have to implement the decisions of the ECB and to transfer a portion of its foreign-exchange reserves to the ESCB. The country would, moreover, be subject to the full excessive deficit procedure, including the provisions pertaining to sanctions.

All this would be officially acknowledged by the European Union in conjunction with a convergence program outlining the way in which the country would, with the help of lower interest rates, satisfy the fiscal criterion by a certain deadline, for example, within one or two years. Acknowledgment by both the European Union and the ECB should make this arrangement credible and ensure that market interest rates in the country converge quickly to the level of the avant-garde. It may be noted that the country’s actual debt-service burden would decline only gradually, however, until retirement of the outstanding high-interest debt. Depending on the maturity structure, this might take two years.

Associate status in EMU can deliver benefits in terms of lower interest rates only if it is credible. Credibility can be provided by the endorsement of the ECB, but it would be immensely strengthened if markets are convinced that the country’s exchange rate can be defended under any circumstance. This should be the case if the proposed arrangement is seen to be a “currency board.” A currency board is credible if the national central bank possesses adequate foreign reserves to guarantee the convertibility of all of its liabilities (the monetary base), in this instance, convertibility into euros. Would this be the case? Gros (1996) shows that most of the central banks that might be candidates for associate status do, indeed, have sufficient reserves to make the currency-board strategy credible.

All the candidates for associate membership in EMU could thus be confident of operating a tight link with the core group even under a worst-case scenario. If the markets know that there is no chance of forcing a break in the link to the euro, they will regard it as credible. Any country that chooses this method could increase credibility by passing a law requiring its national central bank to defend the exchange rate with unsterilized interventions. In the event of a totally unjustified speculative attack, moreover, the ECB would be likely to help the country concerned. If the country’s underlying fundamentals are sound, therefore, credibility should not be a problem. If the fundamentals are not sound, the ECB would not recommend this currency-based approach, and no country would (or should) dare to try it against ECB advice.
Technical viability is, of course, only a necessary, and not a sufficient, condition for the stability of a currency-board arrangement. The reason why central banks usually sterilize their interventions is that the large increases in interest rates that might otherwise result are potentially unacceptable, because of their macroeconomic consequences (the United Kingdom in 1992, for example), because they could endanger the stability of the banking system (Sweden in 1992), or because of their fiscal implications (Belgium in 1993 and Italy in 1992 and 1995).

The associate members of EMU would be in a better position than Sweden or the United Kingdom because their banking systems would already operate in euros. A speculative attack would not endanger the euro’s stability. They can also make sure their position will be stronger than the positions of Belgium or Italy if they offer to convert all outstanding public debt into euros. Once this has happened (most bond holders will be happy to get euro bonds), movements in domestic interest rates that could be caused by a speculative attack would no longer have any implications for public finances.

Associate membership in EMU will not be a magic wand that eliminates all problems. It represents an option, however, for countries that are very close to qualifying for full membership. Irrevocably fixing the exchange rate, with the prospect of full participation in EMU after a couple of years, is fundamentally different from the fixing of exchange rates in the environment of the 1980s, when exchange rates were high and variable, or during the early 1990s, when some currencies were clearly overvalued. The argument that experience has shown that fixing the exchange rate is impossible because financial markets can attack any exchange rate should therefore not be overrated. There will be little reason for financial markets to attack an exchange rate if inflation is low, deficits are close to 3 percent of GDP (possibly even below), debt ratios are declining, the current-account balance indicates a good competitive position, and the public debt is denominated in euros.

Only countries that have done their basic homework should be encouraged to pursue associate membership in EMU. In order to qualify, a country’s budget deficit, when calculated at avant-garde interest rates, should fall at least below 3 percent of GDP. This discipline will ensure that the debt ratio will be declining once the lower interest rates take effect. It bears reiterating that the country in question will not participate in the decisionmaking organs of the ESCB, an exclusion that will make it clear that the convergence criteria have not been suspended. The credibility of the ECB will therefore not be diminished.
3 Concluding Remarks

The relation between the Ins and the Outs will be the chief economic and political problem for the European Union once it has become clear that EMU will actually start and that specific countries will participate in the first wave. The Treaty mandates that some sort of exchange-rate mechanism has to exist after 1999. The nature of this mechanism will depend less on the formal rules that are likely to be adopted before the end of 1996 than on the realities of 1999: an avant-garde that is several times larger than the outsiders and the progress in convergence achieved by the willing outsiders. The most likely outcome is a system that operates *de facto* as a unilateral peg, whatever its formal rules. The countries that are very close to satisfying the convergence criteria should thus forego this uncertain lifeline and jump immediately on board EMU as associate members.
COEXISTING WITH THE EURO: PROSPECTS AND RISKS
AFTER VERONA
Luigi Spaventa

1 Introduction
The drafters of the Maastricht Treaty’s Title VI on “Economic and Monetary Policy” left a particularly complicated puzzle for their successors to solve. If, at the ultimate date set for the beginning of the third stage of economic and monetary union (EMU), only some of the member states of the European Union (EU) fulfill the necessary conditions for the adoption of the euro, and if, as a result, only the currencies of those countries have irrevocably fixed exchange rates, is there to be an exchange-rate arrangement between the euro currency bloc and the remaining EU currencies, and, if so, what kind of arrangement? The Treaty leaves this issue open and provides no guidance for reconciling the contrasting interests of the parties involved. Worse, a number of inconsistencies in the Treaty’s provisions raise unnecessary hurdles in the way of a solution.

For over two years after the Maastricht Treaty was ratified by all member states, this issue remained undetected or neglected at the official level, because the crisis of the EMS made the prospect of a single currency increasingly uncertain. Only as the drive to EMU gathered fresh political momentum under the favorable economic conditions of the 1994–95 recovery did the problem become apparent. It is now at the fore of academic debate and of technical and political-economic diplomacy.¹ The conclusions of the presidency of the European Council at Madrid (December 15–16, 1995), having confirmed “unequivocally” that January 1, 1999, will be the starting date for monetary union, stated that “the future relationships between Member

States participating in the euro area and non-participating Member States will have to be defined prior to [that] move.” The Council asked the ECOFIN Council, together with the European Commission and the European Monetary Institute (EMI), to study the problem, and after some work done by the Monetary Committee and the EMI, the (informal) ECOFIN Council, meeting in Verona on April 12, 1996, took a first step in that direction.

The Council decided in principle that there should and will be an exchange-rate arrangement—dubbed “EMS 2”—between the euro area and those EU members remaining outside EMU, and it specified some general features of such an arrangement. Although the Council went further than many expected, the number of unsettled problems is still huge—naturally so, perhaps, in view of the existing economic difficulties, conflicting interests, and institutional constraints.

The discussion that follows examines the puzzle created by both the Treaty provisions and the different motivations of the players and, in order to appraise the choices made in Verona, considers the broad alternatives discussed there. It reviews the many issues yet to be settled and argues that the stability of the system will very much depend on the solution given to the problem of intervention. It assumes that the third and final stage of EMU will start on January 1, 1999, and will not be postponed, and that given the conditions set out in the Treaty, only some member states, and only some of the larger ones, will qualify for immediate admission.

2 The Pieces of the Puzzle

The Treaty

One set of provisions in the Treaty appears to imply that the exchange-rate mechanism (ERM) of the European Monetary System (EMS) will survive after Stage 3 begins if there are member states with a “derogation” (countries that have not qualified) or states such as Denmark and the United Kingdom that have opted out of joining EMU. These provisions state that (1) The derogation of a member state can be abrogated if it is decided—at the state’s own request or as a result of periodic (at least every two years) reports by the European Commission and the European Central Bank (ECB), following the procedure laid down in Articles 109k(2) and 109j(1)—that the country fulfills the

\[ \text{2 The Council of Ministers when also attended by the ministers of economics and finance.} \]
necessary conditions for admission, one of which is “the observance of
the normal fluctuation margins provided for by the exchange rate
mechanism of the European Monetary System, for at least two years,
without devaluing against the currency of any other Member State”
(Article 109j[1]).

(2) From the beginning of the third stage, a member state with a
derogation “shall treat its exchange-rate policy as a matter of common
interest” and take account, in so doing, “of the experience acquired in
cooperation within the framework” of the EMS (Article 109m).

(3) The ECB “shall take over those tasks of the EMI which, because of
the derogations of one or more Member States, still have to be per-
formed in the third stage” (Article 44 of the Protocol on the Statute of
the ESCB and ECB). The tasks of the EMI include, among others,
administering the very short-term financing mechanism provided for by
the agreement of March 13, 1979, between the member states’ central
banks laying down the operating procedures for the EMS; assuming the
tasks of the European Monetary Cooperation Fund; and monitoring the
working of the EMS (Articles 4.1 and 6.1–3 of the Protocol on the
Statute of the EMI).

But although the Treaty issues no explicit death certificate, it is
agreed that the EMS, in its present form, will cease to exist as the
third stage begins. First, the ECB, as a new subject, is not a party to
the 1979 central-bank agreement regarding the procedures for the
EMS, and there is no provision making it a successor to the obligations
undertaken by the national central banks. Second, when the EMI goes
into liquidation upon the establishment of the ECB, the mechanism for
the creation of official European currency units (ECUs) shall be
unwound. More to the point, the claims and liabilities arising from the
very short-term and short-term financing and support mechanisms of
the EMS must be settled by the first day of the third stage (Article 23
of the EMI Statute). Finally, a third set of Treaty provisions makes it
difficult either to replicate the old EMS in an environment comprising
a euro club and a number of outside community currencies or even to
replace it with an analogous arrangement. The EMS was based on a
resolution of the European Council and, at the Council’s request, on a
subsequent agreement among central banks in accordance with the
rules set forth by the resolution. At first sight, it is difficult to reconcile
this procedure with the Treaty. The Council’s powers to conclude
agreements on an exchange-rate system for the euro are explicitly
confined to agreements in relation to “non-Community” currencies
(Article 109); the possibility of agreements involving EU currencies is
never mentioned. As for the ECB, it shall not “take instructions from Community institutions or bodies” (Article 7 of the ESCB and ECB Statute). At least in principle, therefore, a resolution of the Council instructing the ECB to conclude an exchange-rate agreement linking the euro with other EU currencies would be nonbinding and would not violate the ECB’s independence.

Summing up, the Treaty implies the existence of a European exchange-rate arrangement with outsider currencies in the third stage, not only for reasons of substance, but because the observance of normal fluctuation margins around a recognized parity remains a condition for later admission, for which countries with a derogation are entitled to apply. The ERM established in 1979 will cease to exist, but the Treaty is silent on a possible alternative; worse, it makes it formally difficult to establish one.

Motivations and Consensus

Treaties are not cast in bronze. If constitutions can be amended, so can treaties. Alternatively, if the amending process is too cumbersome, shrewd lawyers can justify bending the rules toward a solution that everybody agrees to be sensible and desirable. That is, however, the point. Whether it is a matter of amending or of interpreting, there must be an \textit{ex ante} consensus on the desired outcome. There has been no such consensus in Europe on the shape, or even the desirability, of an exchange-rate arrangement between the euro and the outsider currencies—another reason, perhaps, why the problem has remained hidden for so long. Conflicting interests are apparent not only between the insiders and the outsiders, but also within each group.

The insiders’ attitude is somewhat schizophrenic. On the one hand, a firm setting of parities linking the euro with the currencies of the outsiders is deemed indispensable to exorcise the ghost of “competitive devaluations.” It is feared that the existence of floating EU currencies outside the euro area might cause an unwarranted real appreciation of the euro, thereby jeopardizing the existence of the Single Market and leading to demands for trade and financial sanctions against the (depreciating) floaters. The monetary authorities of the potential insiders, however, are convinced that exchange-rate agreements with currencies that are weaker by definition—because their countries cannot meet the Treaty’s standards of stability—would pollute the purity and endanger the reputation of the newly created ECB and the newly born euro, because the ECB would be burdened by intervention obligations that might interfere with independently set money-supply targets.
Potential outsiders are a mixed bunch. An opt-out clause exempts the United Kingdom from the reporting and examination procedure required of other countries before the start of the third phase, unless it decides to seek admission. Even if Britain remains an outsider, it will not bear the stigma of having failed an exam set by its peers—nonentry as a choice, rather than as the undesired result of forced exclusion, will have low costs in terms of credibility and reputation. Offering Britain an exchange-rate agreement with the euro, aimed at later admission, not only offers no particular benefit; it might also be costly. Participation would align Britain with the other outsiders and blur its distinctive status, and nonparticipation might prove to be one opt-out too many in Britain’s already complicated relations with the European Union.

For the common outsider—one with a derogation because it cannot comply with the conditions for admission—the political and economic costs of nonentry are very high. Once the final stage of monetary union has begun, and the stronger countries are participating, any further debate about the alleged benefits of the single currency, and even its economic desirability, loses relevance. Although it may still be argued that an individual country might do better without the single currency, it is certain that the mere existence of a single-currency club of nations will make life difficult for those that do not belong. The problem is more one of costs than of benefits. Unless some link is established with the insiders, with a view to subsequent admission, the outsider will experience higher actual and expected exchange-rate volatility, greater exposure and sensitivity of its financial-asset prices to domestic and foreign shocks, and (as a result) higher interest-rate differentials vis-à-vis the euro countries. This will, in turn, impair the prospects of quick convergence to the Maastricht criteria, with further damaging consequences in the financial markets. The Treaty conditions tend to produce multiple equilibria. Without a safety net, the outsiders are at risk of being led toward a “bad” equilibrium when a better one could be achievable. Exclusion is bound to reduce a country’s political weight in the European Union (Arrowsmith, 1995b, 1996). If, furthermore, the lack of structured relations with the euro area dims the prospect of admission in the near future, politicians and public opinion may become more reluctant to make the additional effort required to complete convergence. Countries with a derogation thus have an interest in obtaining an exchange-rate arrangement with the euro that is as similar as possible to the arrangement of the old EMS.
When the gaps and inconsistencies in the Treaty became apparent once the problem of relations between the euro area and the outsider currencies surfaced at the political level, EU members were faced with a choice between two basic options: to work out an acceptable exchange-rate arrangement or to do without an arrangement altogether, possibly replacing it with another form of policy coordination. Let us consider the merits and drawbacks of these two options.

The British view (now an Anglo-Scandinavian view) has for some time been that the pegging of currencies in a formal exchange-rate arrangement is neither a necessary nor a particularly desirable preliminary step for admission to the monetary union. In addition to its political motivations, this view also rests on arguments of substance. It states, first, that some flexibility of nominal exchange rates may help, rather than hinder, the process of convergence if shocks affect an individual economy, and, second, that experience has shown the extent to which exchange-rate systems based on formal commitments to central parities, whether multilateral or bilateral, have become vulnerable to speculative attacks and to capital movements in general. Interventions are either inane or, if sufficient to stem the tide of capital flows, incompatible with domestic monetary stability. Mandatory and coordinated inflation targeting in the euro area and in the outsider countries may be a better and more effective way than exchange-rate pegging to ensure sufficient exchange-rate stability and to converge to low inflation. Inflation targeting now has powerful theoretical backing, both in general and in the specific context of designing the relations between those inside and outside a monetary union. In this latter context, a model by Persson and Tabellini (1996) suggests that the advantages of a coordinated European system of inflation targets over an EMS-like system are greater symmetry in the face of shocks, added credibility to a low-inflation policy, less exchange-rate volatility, and safeguards against deliberate competitive devaluations. The British option might, in addition, avoid all the complications inherent in setting up a new exchange-rate mechanism adapted to the existence of a euro bloc at the center of the system.

Spaventa (1996b) and Thygesen (1996) survey the options available within the economic, political, and institutional constraints.

Dewatripont et al. (1995) provide less formal arguments for coordinated inflation targeting after the start of the third stage.
For a number of reasons, however, and especially if the Treaty provisions are taken as a given, the British option cannot be viewed as a satisfactory solution. First, inflation targeting is a medium-term exercise, often yielding very wide yearly bands. Even granting its alleged benefits, therefore, it is better suited to ensuring the peaceful coexistence of the euro with the currencies of a number of member states ready or willing to accept an outsider status indefinitely (as may be the case with the United Kingdom). It is difficult to see how it can be relevant for a state not participating in the monetary union from the start but aiming to fulfill the necessary conditions for admission at an early date. To decide at that early date whether the medium-term target has been met or missed may be premature. More important, one of the conditions to be fulfilled for the adoption of the single currency already sets a precise, although relative, inflation target: “an average rate of inflation, observed over a period of one year before the examination, that does not exceed by more than 1½ percentage points that of, at most, the three best performing Member States” (Article 1 of the Protocol on the Convergence Criteria). The ultimate objective, therefore, has already been stated, and it is up to the national authorities to decide by which means they want to achieve it.

Second, the exchange-rate stabilizing effect of an inflation target is very far from being assured. True, adoption of an inflation target would prevent a country from engaging in competitive devaluations. But is that a problem? Neither the 1992 crisis nor the later depreciation of some currencies thereafter can be construed as competitive devaluations, that is, as cases in which domestic policies were deliberately aimed at causing a depreciation of the exchange rate. If anything, monetary and fiscal policies were typically tightened after the crisis. Further devaluations and spates of depreciation of a floating currency such as the lira were most often the result of external and domestic political shocks. Inflation targeting would not by itself eliminate the exchange-rate volatility inflicted by such shocks (of which the Mexican crisis is one example), especially for currencies made intrinsically weaker by the creation of a bloc of strong currencies. Finally, the necessary conditions for the adoption of a single currency listed in the

---

5 As Borgatta (1936, p. 251) wrote in reviewing the experience of the French franc and Italian lira in the 1920s: “Political incidents at home, monetary and political crises in other countries, insofar as it is believed that they can bring about changes in domestic monetary conditions, may cause a collapse of confidence and episodes of panic which do not occur, or occur to a much more limited extent, in a system of legally stabilized currency.”
Treaty include both an inflation condition and an exchange-rate condition. The British position implies that we are simply to neglect the latter when deciding which member states comply with the required criteria: it implies that even in the 1998 examination procedure, participation in the still existing EMS should not be required for admission. But can a specific and very precise Treaty provision be disregarded, even if disregarding it makes good economic sense, without undergoing a process of formal revision? If it can, why disregard only that provision and not others that are no less, and are perhaps more, objectionable? It is only natural that the prevailing political decision should be to leave this Pandora’s box unopened.

This is what they decided to do in Verona, where, as a result, the majority opted for attempting to design a new exchange-rate arrangement to succeed the EMS. The objections to the British option cannot hide the well-known difficulties adhering to this alternative, chosen perhaps more from necessity than from conviction. The difficulties are summarized in the oxymoron that was the accepted definition of the EMS: a system of “fixed-but-adjustable” parities. Can such a system be stable and, beyond that, credible? Fundamentals are important, but they do not by themselves ensure credibility when capital movements can be of a size sufficient to fulfill the expectations of a change of parities. Supporting interventions can buttress credibility only if the market perceives them to be potentially unlimited and unconstrained by other considerations. Unlimited support by one central bank to another, however, conflicts with a bank’s commitment to domestic price stability, an objective that has higher priority, and the markets know it. Alternatively, the band around the parity may be set so wide as to tolerate large swings of the exchange rate without requiring intervention, as is the case with the enlarged bands surrounding most EMS currencies since 1993. If exchange-rate stability is the result that is sought, however, this can hardly be considered a satisfactory solution.

The 1992 crisis is invoked as conclusive evidence supporting these strictures against any EMS-like system, but the evidence is not wholly convincing. First, it ignores the remarkably long period of tranquillity that the EMS enjoyed until 1991. Second, taking into account the shock of German unification and its effects, the 1992 crisis could more aptly be turned into an argument against the uncritical and rigid acceptance of a strong-currency option that prevented a timely adjustment of parities. Third, fundamentals are much better aligned now than they were in 1992, when weaker countries had overvalued exchange rates and huge domestic imbalances. These have, to a large extent, been corrected.
All this may not be sufficient, however, to allay the misgiving raised by an attempt to resurrect the exchange-rate mechanism, unless the new version is tailored to the needs of the new situation created by the launching of monetary union with only some EU currencies aboard. A mechanism replacing the EMS once the third stage of EMU begins should be conceived, not as a permanent system, but as a bridge to the single currency, at least for most outsider currencies. Each country’s prospect for admission, to be judged by its progress in complying with the required conditions, will crucially affect the credibility of the arrangement for that particular country’s currency. To serve this bridging purpose, the design of a new EMS should, unlike the old, feature an element of conditionality, based on each outsider’s compliance with a convergence program.\textsuperscript{6} It should ensure that the deserving are helped fully and with conviction, whereas the laggards are sanctioned by withdrawing support for their currencies. That is all that is necessary to leave the door open to the former, while preserving the necessary flexibility.

It is too early to say whether we are moving in this direction. The broad guidelines for the new exchange-rate arrangement on which the gentlemen of Verona seem to have agreed leave many problems unsolved and may still lead to an unsatisfactory outcome. They have agreed that the new system must be flexible and anchored to the euro, and that the central rates with the euro will be set and, if need be, adjusted by agreement, with fluctuation margins around them. They have, in addition, agreed that some purely fictional elements of the EMS, such as the divergence indicator and the pretence of symmetry, will be explicitly discarded, that only the outsiders will be expected to adjust their policies in the case of tensions, and that although there will be obligatory bilateral interventions at the margin, the ECB can invoke a suspension clause when, in its view, intervention would conflict with the objective of price stability. The ECB will also be given the power to trigger the procedure for a realignment. The new system may be put in place by an agreement between the ECB and the outsiders’ central banks. In general, from what is known, it looks as if the ECB has been given the dominant role, at the expense of the ECOFIN Council, the Economic and Financial Committee (which will succeed the Monetary Committee), and the Commission.

\textsuperscript{6} Conditionality is proposed by Thygesen (1996) and, with more explicit reference to interventions, by Spaventa (1996b) and Wyplosz (1996).
It is now time to consider the main themes that require further work in the near future and to appraise the risks that should be avoided. I shall examine in increasing order of relevance some of the issues still to be settled and the problems that may arise.

4 Conditionality or Discretion? Unsettled Issues and Problems Ahead

Hub and Spokes or a Grid?

In the EMS, a grid of bilateral parities connecting all pairs of currencies was derived from the agreed upon parity of each currency with the ECU, and intervention margins were set for each pair of currencies around these parities. In the new system, with the euro—a currency in its own right—solidly at the center, and with given central parities between the euro and each participating outsider currency, margins may come to be set and interventions triggered only in relation to these bilateral parities. As a result, the permitted margins of fluctuation between two outsider currencies will be wider than those between each currency and the euro. Because this consequence is likely to be of little practical relevance, however, a hub-and-spokes system, which permits greater flexibility in the setting of intervention margins, would be preferable.7

Width of Margins

A hub-and-spokes arrangement would be more compatible with bands of different widths than would a bilateral grid. Adequate flexibility can be insured by tailoring conditionality to the situation of each outsider. Allowing different bands for different currencies (up to a pre-set maximum that could coincide with the present 15 percent), according to whether a particular country is more or less near to full compliance with the convergence criteria, would help serve this purpose. In this way, the burden of intervention obligations would be lighter for countries more remote from admission and hence more vulnerable to currency instability. A variety of bands may also be helpful in solving the problem of compulsion with regard to membership in the monetary system.

Membership in the System: Compulsory or Optional?

Should a country seeking later admission to the monetary union become a member of the system that succeeds the EMS? According to the

7 For this to occur, one outsider currency must appreciate against the euro relative to its euro central rate, and the other outsider currency must depreciate.
Treaty, this is a nonissue; the country should become a member, unless the Treaty is changed (or other convergence conditions are also made the object of discussion). A country not wishing to join the monetary union, however, should not be required to join the exchange-rate arrangement. Alternatively, if it decides to join in order to leave open the possibility of entering the monetary union at a later time, it should be allowed to opt for the widest possible band.

The other side of the question is whether a country wishing to join the new EMS can be denied membership in it. The answer must be no. If membership in the exchange-rate arrangement is compulsory for admission to the monetary union, no EU partner can be denied a priori the possibility of complying with one of the conditions set forth in the Treaty. If a country has a bad record, its currency should be assigned the widest band; if its record does not improve, the correct and legitimate sanction is the suspension of intervention when its currency comes under attack. This leads to a more contentious issue.

**Interventions and Conditionality**

There can be no objection in principle to granting the ECB the right to invoke a suspension clause and the power to initiate the realignment procedure. This decision, however, cannot be left to arbitrary discretion. It should be made contingent, and should be known to be contingent, upon the acknowledged or potential realization of conditions incompatible with further support of the existing parity. At the moment, the prevailing view seems to be that intervention can be suspended if and when the ECB judges that intervention would conflict with the ECB’s ability to control the money supply and, thus, with the objective of price stability.

If support is made dependent only on the ECB’s evaluation of the monetary effects of intervention, markets will always win the day when attacking a currency. Because there is practically no limit to the capital that can be mobilized, speculative pressure can always be raised to the point the ECB considers to be the limit beyond which further support would cause loss of control over monetary conditions in the euro area. The prescription of asymmetric sterilization, according to which the ECB should sterilize its interventions, whereas the national central bank whose currency is under attack should not, is an illusory remedy, because full sterilization becomes impossible beyond a certain level.

But is there an alternative? The answer is no, in the case of an ordinary exchange-rate agreement between the currencies of countries whose economic policies are not subject to external supervision and
control. It is yes, if the participants explicitly submit themselves to pre-
set conditionality, as the signers of the Maastricht Treaty have done. In
the latter case, the agreement is, as noted, a bridge to the single
currency. Entering into it signals a willingness to fulfill the conditions
for admission to monetary union. The conditions are spelled out in the
Treaty, and a time path of convergence can be defined for each partici-
pating outsider. The explicit rule for intervention can then be the
following: compliance with the convergence program will entitle the
outsider’s currency to unlimited support; unjustified underperformance
will lead to withdrawal of support when the currency is attacked.

This rule is superior in at least two respects to a suspension clause
based on an appraisal of the domestic monetary consequences of
intervention. First, because it is explicitly based on the monitoring and
evaluation of the participant’s record defined in terms of the domestic
fundamentals identified by the Treaty, it protects the performing
outsider against the potential effects of unwarranted speculative shocks.
This is important, because it is not true that weak fundamentals are
always at the root of speculative attacks. Note, for example, the effects
on peripheral European currencies of the episodes of “flight to quality”
triggered by external crises affecting the rate between deutsche marks
and dollars. Second, this rule would allow the ECB to intervene less,
rather than compelling it to intervene more. An outsider’s measured
underperformance would exempt the ECB from its commitment. This
rule, moreover, would make it less likely that the currency of a per-
forming country would come under attack, once the markets are aware
that the ECB’s commitment would be, in that case, unlimited. The
case of the French franc in the turbulent period following the 1992 crisis
is an example. The implementation of this rule, however, would require
a procedure for the definition and the monitoring of the outsiders’
convergence programs. This raises a delicate institutional issue.

Institutional Problems

As noted above, it is not easy to find a legal basis in the Treaty for a
new exchange-rate arrangement. It is suggested that the arrangement
should originate in a European Council resolution and in an agreement
between the ECB and the national central banks, as was the case with
the EMS. The Council resolution of December 5, 1978, however, was
precise in defining all the features of the EMS, and the central banks’
agreement was confined to describing its operating procedures follow-
ing the Council’s instructions. It is highly likely now, partly in view of
the Treaty provisions, that the Council will take the lead, but the
essence of the arrangement will be defined by the agreement between
the ECB and the other central banks.

This would be an obstacle to having an intervention rule based on
conditionality, as suggested above. The definition of a convergence
program and the assessment of a country’s performance under that
program cannot be the task of an independent (and unaccountable)
ECB; these properly belong to other EU bodies, such as the ECOFIN
Council and the Economic and Financial Committee, although the ECB
and the Commission would have advisory and reporting roles. The
problem would not arise if the suspension clause were triggered by an
appraisal of the effects of intervention on monetary conditions in an area
that clearly falls within the ECB’s competence. Under the first and more
desirable alternative, the design of the new arrangement should provide
for a division of tasks between the Council and the ECB. To make this
compatible with the Treaty, it may be necessary to extend to EU
currencies the provisions of Article 109 of the Treaty, empowering the
Council to conclude exchange-rate agreements for the euro.

5 Conclusions

An exchange-rate arrangement between the euro and the outsider
currencies is necessary both to keep the door of the monetary union
open to countries unable to join in 1999 and to protect those that will
join immediately from unwarranted appreciation of the euro. This
principle was accepted in Verona, but most of the work to accomplish
it still remains to be done. The difficult task ahead is to reconcile two
seemingly conflicting requirements: to ensure to the deserving outsider
a safe route toward joining the monetary union, sheltered from the
destabilizing effects of market turbulence while preserving the ECB’s
freedom to pursue its objective of price stability. I have argued that a
sensible way to strike an acceptable compromise must rely on explicit
conditionality, imposed upon and accepted by the participants and
based on an assessment of the extent and the speed of convergence. An
attempt to tilt the balance toward the second requirement would
produce an intrinsically unstable system. This would happen if the
decision to provide or withdraw support were left to the ECB’s discre-
 tionary judgment of the effects on monetary conditions in the euro
area, instead of being taken with reference to a transparent benchmark,
such as a country’s compliance with a convergence program. This kind
of arrangement would offer no benefit to the ECB in terms of limiting
the amount of intervention and could cause irretrievable damage to an
outsider by delaying its prospects of entry. The behavior of the insiders toward the outsiders would then very much resemble that of the Sampson of *Romeo and Juliet* (in Verona):

ABRAHAM: Do you bite your thumb at us, sir?
SAMPSON: Is the law on our side if I say ay?
GREGORY: No
SAMPSON: No, sir, I do not bite my thumb at you, sir; but I bite my thumb, sir.

The exchange-rate criterion requires that the country should not have devalued its currency on its own initiative in the two years prior to seeking admission; if a speculative attack and withdrawal of support leads to devaluation, who can judge, and how, whose initiative it was?
INTERPRETING THE EXCHANGE-RATE CRITERION

Niels Thygesen

One of the several difficult issues facing the completion of the process of European monetary union is the reinterpretation of the convergence criteria in the Maastricht Treaty under circumstances that differ considerably from those prevailing or foreseeable at the Treaty’s signing in early 1992. The most visible change in the environment is the near suspension of the rules of the European Monetary System (EMS) that occurred when the traditional narrow margins requiring intervention in exchange markets were dramatically widened in August 1993. Although the European countries have on the whole succeeded in limiting exchange-rate fluctuations over the past few years, the weakening of the EMS forces a rethinking of the way in which the exchange-rate criterion can be applied constructively in 1998.

Many official statements have recently confirmed that the third and final stage of Europe’s monetary union will start on January 1, 1999, the final date set by the Maastricht Treaty. The number of countries that will be able to meet the convergence criteria sufficiently well to be admitted, however, remains in doubt. This uncertainty results in part from the fact that some of the criteria are ambiguous; the reference values for the maximum permissible ratios of public-sector deficits and debt to GDP, for example, have always been subject to interpretation. Since 1993, however, the exchange-rate criterion in Article 109j has also become imprecise—to say the least—and officials have seemed quite content to allow the ambiguity to persist.

According to the Treaty, a country is required to have observed the “normal fluctuations margins” for exchange rates in the EMS for at least two years prior to being declared ready to lock its currency irrevocably. In addition, the candidate country should have refrained from devaluing its currency during this period and should have managed it without creating tensions in the EMS.

At the time the Treaty was signed, this criterion seemed relatively straightforward and reasonable. The signatories were encouraged by the growing participation in the EMS (only Greece and Portugal were outside, and Portugal joined two months after the Treaty’s signing) and by the ambition of the newcomers to move from temporarily wider
margins of ±6 percent to the ±2¼ percent margins that had been the basis of European exchange-rate cooperation not only since the start of the EMS in 1979, but right back to the launching of its predecessor, the “snake,” in 1972. After two decades, this method of operation had every claim to be regarded as “normal.” One may question, as Peter Kenen (1995b) has, whether past behavior is necessarily a good guide to the future, but it is not surprising, in the light of experience—in particular, the gradual phasing out of exchange-rate realignments in the EMS during the late 1980s and early 1990s—that central bankers and other officials came to regard participation in the narrow-margin EMS as a valuable or even essential apprenticeship for joining a monetary union.

After almost a year of turbulence in European exchange markets, however, the central-bank governors and finance ministers took the dramatic decision on August 1, 1993, to widen the margin of fluctuation to ±15 percent. A first question to ask, then, is how this change has affected the application of the exchange-rate criterion. Although there has been no official answer yet, opinion has moved toward admitting that the present wide margins may be considered as normal, because they apply to all participants in the EMS. Officials have refrained from any formal reinterpretation along these lines, however, because any formal position would require a unanimous decision by the ECOFIN Council in accordance with the procedure outlined in Article 6 of the Protocol on the Convergence Criteria. By leaving themselves some freedom to define what is normal at the time of deciding on participation in the monetary union—now penciled in for early 1998—the officials have removed the potentially fatal impediment to monetary union that a prior return to narrow margins might have presented.

If such a generous reinterpretation of the exchange-rate criterion is adopted in due course, none of the ten present participants in the EMS is likely to be disqualified from joining monetary union because of exchange-rate performance. Seven of the EMS currencies have had unchanged central rates since January 1987, and the three that have been devalued—the Irish punt in 1993 and the Spanish peseta and Portuguese escudo in 1995—seem to have stabilized well before the beginning of the two-year observation period, which must start in 1996. More important, there has been a tendency for the participants to use only a small part of the available fluctuation margin, there being only a 2 to 3 percent spread between the strongest and the weakest currency in recent months. If anything like this performance continues up to the time of decision, officials can conclude, with some satisfaction, that exchange-rate convergence is sufficient. They will be immune to
criticism of their generous interpretation of the formal criterion, because _de facto_ stability will have been adequately demonstrated.

The difficult issue today arises primarily in deciding what should be required of the five countries that are not currently participating in the EMS: Finland, Greece, Italy, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Prior to the autumn of 1992, four of these countries were either in the EMS (Italy, the United Kingdom) or in a unilateral pegging arrangement to the ECU (Sweden, Finland).¹ Official and academic opinion in all four countries has since swung from general support for fixed-but-adjustable exchange rates toward rejection of any such commitment prior to eventual participation in monetary union. Those who manned the currencies’ defenses during the 1992–93 speculative attacks have lost influence, and in some cases, their positions. There is a tendency to say, at least in Sweden and the United Kingdom, that the adoption of national inflation targets fully consistent with the objective of the prospective, and later actual, participation in monetary union should be an adequate alternative to an exchange-rate commitment. Recent academic contributions, notably by Persson and Tabellini (1996), have even argued for the superiority of inflation targets over exchange-rate targets.

In view of the continuing modest inflation in most of the EU countries with floating exchange rates, and the greater stability of their exchange rates in the recent period, this change of mood leads the present nonparticipants in the EMS to deemphasize the relevance of reentry into the EMS to their eventual eligibility for membership in the monetary union. They may now prefer to stay outside the EMS and have their credentials evaluated _ex post_, that is, by an examination in early 1998 of the actual degree of stability of their exchange rates compared to that of the EMS participants.

Should the EMS participants accept this further erosion of the interpretation of the exchange-rate criterion or should they insist that participation in the existing loose EMS remain a minimal requirement for fulfilling the exchange-rate criterion of the Treaty? Despite the political expediency of leaving this question unanswered for the time being, or of accepting the position that _ex post_ stability may be good enough, there are several reasons for the EMS participants to insist on reentry into the monetary system as a minimum requirement for

¹ Greece has never participated in the EMS and is an unlikely candidate for monetary union any time soon. The presence of Greece in the European Union initially gave support to the idea of different speeds of integration. This paper makes no further reference to the specific problems of Greece (or of future members of the European union).
consideration of membership in EMU. One is formal; the others are more substantive.

The formal reason, pointed out most clearly by Spaventa (1996b), is that another convergence criterion in Article 109j already obliges those who want to join the monetary union to keep their inflation rates close to the rates (that is, within 1½ percentage points) of the three most stable economies. From the viewpoint of nominal convergence among the prospective participants in the monetary union, there is, in principle, no need for additional efforts. If a candidate country goes further and sets for itself an inflation target lower than that which is strictly required, it may be applauded, but the achievement cannot substitute for an explicit exchange-rate objective in the framework of the Treaty, which contains—for good reasons based on experience—separate exchange-rate and inflation objectives for the prospective participants.

The first substantive argument in favor of insisting on an exchange-rate objective is that even nearly parallel low-inflation rates cannot assure the degree of exchange-rate stability—nominal or real—to which participants in monetary union aspire. In the global system, swings in exchange rates have been much larger over the medium term than can be explained by the modest observed inflation differentials between Germany, Japan, and the United States since the early 1980s. Within Europe, inflation convergence has remained fairly satisfactory, with twelve EU countries currently meeting the inflation criterion. Yet the exchange rates of currencies not bound by explicit commitments continue to fluctuate much more in the short and medium term than the rates of those currencies that have remained in the EMS. Tough, internationally monitored national inflation targets may help to reduce such fluctuations further, but there is no substitute for an outright exchange-rate objective for bringing stability to exchange rates and for protecting the European Single Market against sudden disruptions of the kind that occurred in 1992–93.

There is a second substantive reason why the prospective participants in monetary union should be reluctant to admit a country that has been unwilling even over a relatively brief transition period to adopt a central rate for its currency and to accept a commitment to keep the market exchange rate within fairly wide margins around it. Having an explicit exchange-rate objective is the most direct method of allowing external considerations to enter into the domestic policy debate. Movements of a currency inside the margins provide valuable information about market perceptions of an economy’s performance. Without a framework comprising a central rate and the intervention
margins associated with it, such movements will be ambiguous with respect to the implications for corrective policy actions. Comparing the performance of EMS currencies (and of the authorities managing them) has provided countries participating in the system with valuable incentives to adjust that are not present to the same degree in a floating-rate system. In that sense, temporary participation in an EMS arrangement remains an important period of apprenticeship for countries wishing to enter the monetary union—perhaps particularly for those that have had only a brief and unhappy association with the system in the past, such as Finland, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

A third substantive argument can be advanced for insisting on EMS participation for those currently outside it. Agreeing on a central rate for a currency entering the EMS—and one can expect such a rate to be chosen only after long and careful discussion among the present participants and the entrant—is itself a valuable exercise in two respects: (1) the central rate becomes a point of reference in both stabilizing market expectations and providing a focus for monitoring subsequent performance, and (2) a central rate will facilitate the choice of the conversion rate at which the entering currency will be converted into the future single currency, the euro, on January 1, 1999. These two points deserve further discussion.

In a system with wide fluctuation margins, such as the present EMS, the most important aspect of joining is the announcement of the central rate that both the entrant and its partners regard as an equilibrium rate sustainable for a lengthy period. From this perspective, the additional credibility afforded by obligations to intervene at the distant margins is of only secondary importance. If the new currency enters an EMS marked by anything like the present underutilization of the fluctuation margins, the important interventions will be intramarginal. They will show whether the newcomer is able to stabilize its exchange rate well within the formal margins through its own and its partners’ intervention and through domestic monetary adjustments. Consider the so-called Basle-Nyborg Agreement of September 1987, which defined the balance among the three instruments in the short-term defense of a currency—movements inside the fluctuation margins, interventions, and changes in the domestic short-term interest rates of the country whose currency is under speculative attack. If the agreement were revised today, it would have to take into account the massive change in the EMS brought about by the wider margins. A revised agreement would have to devote (even) more attention to rules for intramarginal interventions and their interaction with domestic monetary adjustments, because the 1992–93 crises
revealed that countries differed greatly in their views about the order in
which the instruments were to be used. France relied heavily on ster-
ilized interventions and proved unwilling to raise domestic interest rates,
whereas Germany would have preferred France do just the opposite.

It is highly doubtful that a revised Basle-Nyborg Agreement could be
negotiated today. Even if that proved possible, the new understanding
would grant considerable discretion to the authorities of countries
whose currencies are not under attack. All of this reinforces the point
that the main element inherent in entry into the EMS is the agreement
on the central rate rather than on interventions that are either manda-
tory, but at remote margins, or are intramarginal and discretionary.

As to whether a central rate will facilitate the choice of the conver-
sion rate, there is no presumption that the future conversion rates for
the currencies participating in the EMS and joining monetary union
will necessarily coincide with the central rate, although such a choice
will appear increasingly likely if the present high degree of stability in
the EMS persists. Even if some currencies are converted into the euro
at rates different from present central rates, it will be helpful to start
from the well-tested sustainability of such rates rather than to have to
device at much shorter notice additional principles for setting the
conversion rates on December 31, 1998, for those monetary-union
participants that do not yet have a central rate. Such a perspective on
the importance of the central rate over a longer term will raise the
stakes for those currently outside the EMS, because they will realize
that they could be making a permanent choice rather than simply
choosing a rate for a relatively brief transition period. If they see this
as a deterrent to their participation in the EMS, they might be assured
that although the use of the central rate to set the future conversion
rate will be the rule, another rate may be chosen in exceptional cases.

This argument suggests that it might be sufficient from an economic
point of view to require those outside the EMS to negotiate central
rates for their currencies soon, without necessarily committing them-
selves to defending particular intervention rates (see Thygesen, 1994,
for a discussion of targets without zones). But this would hardly be
consistent with the requirement of the Treaty that countries should
observe the normal EMS margins. Given the width of these margins, it
is unrealistic for the present nonparticipants to argue that such a
commitment would, in itself, encourage speculative attacks to test the
resolve of the authorities; with the painful experience of 1992–93 still
fresh in their minds, however, they have nevertheless tended to claim
that it would. If there is, objectively, little risk of such destabilizing
speculation, it seems reasonable for the EMS participants to insist on the announcement not only of central rates, but also of intervention margins for the newcomers.

To summarize, there are, on balance, sound arguments for obliging countries that want to join the monetary union to enter the EMS. In fact, a clear statement to this effect needs to be made soon, before coming too close to the time in early 1998 when it will be decided which countries will participate in monetary union. We are already less than two years from this point of decision. There is thus a strong case for telling countries that do not currently participate in the EMS that unless they join the present system sometime soon, that is, in 1996, the earliest date at which they may be considered eligible for monetary union will be two years after they join either the EMS, if prior to January 1, 1999, or whatever successor arrangement may be designed after the demise of the EMS. A logical minimum variant of such an arrangement would consist in setting a central euro rate for currencies entering the system, with margins of 7½ percent on either side; this would leave the same scope for fluctuations between any two currencies outside the monetary union as exists today. There is a close analogy in this to the response adopted by the Europeans to the Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971, which enlarged fluctuation margins vis-à-vis the U.S. dollar. The Europeans did not want a widening of the margins between their currencies to twice those against the dollar, so they introduced the bilateral parity grid of the snake, by which the maximum distance between the strongest and the weakest currency was set at only half that of the maximum range set by the Smithsonian Agreement. As Europe now moves back from a bilateral parity grid to a system in which nonparticipants in monetary union will peg to the euro, it would be advisable to narrow the fluctuation margins to prevent a *de facto* widening of bilateral variability between currencies pegged to the euro. A statement to this effect by the group of countries likely to join monetary union would constitute an enforceable interpretation of the exchange-rate criterion.

At least one nonparticipant in the EMS, the United Kingdom, would be unlikely to sign such a statement. It is well known that an EMS-like arrangement for sterling is even less popular in the United Kingdom than participation in the monetary union itself. The present U.K. government can hardly be expected to rejoin the EMS to preserve the option of participating at the start in a monetary union it may not ever want to join. Yet the increasing likelihood of a referendum to take such a decision and the apparent U.K. inclination to adopt a wait-and-see
attitude until a first group has moved ahead and made an initial success of monetary union, suggests that the delay in participation may not pose insurmountable problems for subsequent entry.

Because the United Kingdom is exempt from the general obligation to join monetary union even when the convergence criteria are fully met, its status relative to the other current nonparticipants in the EMS is unique. This may imply, as Britain suggests, that an opportunity for the United Kingdom to join monetary union without prior participation in the EMS would not necessarily create a precedent for the other countries currently outside the system. It should be noted, however, that the only other country with a right to opt out of monetary union, Denmark, is a participant in the EMS and has indicated an interest in maintaining the tightest possible exchange-rate arrangement with the euro that will be available after January 1, 1999.

It is more likely, although not certain, that the three other current nonparticipants in the EMS—Finland, Italy, and Sweden—will decide to join the EMS if membership is necessary to preserve access to monetary union. But it should not be overlooked that any confirmation of the suggested interpretation of the exchange-rate criterion would at the same time give countries outside the EMS a ready-made opt-out from monetary union that they do not currently have: by simply refusing to join the EMS and its successor arrangement, they would fail to qualify for monetary union, even if they have satisfied the other convergence criteria. The stakes are therefore higher than may immediately be apparent. It should also be noted, however, that most of the participants in the monetary union would agree that the proposal is reasonable and that it represents a minimalist interpretation of the Treaty. If some nonparticipants consider it an impediment to joining monetary union, they would be indicating that they are not yet ready for monetary union.

The discussion in this brief essay has focused on the appropriate interpretation of the exchange-rate criterion for those countries that are, in principle, aspiring to join monetary union. The analysis also has implications, however, for the design of the arrangement between the insiders and outsiders after monetary union has started. This subject is dealt with at some length in Thygesen (1996) and in a report by the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) Economic Policy Group (Gros, 1996).

There is no way in which the participants in monetary union can oblige countries that either do not meet the convergence criteria or are politically unwilling to join the union to take part in an exchange-rate arrangement after monetary union begins. If this group is large, pro-
posals should be worked out that give the insiders the right to approve and modify central rates for the currencies of outsiders in return for providing some mutual-support facilities within and at the limits of the wide margins of ±7½ percent around central rates. Arrangements might be differentiated according to the degree of progress made by each outsider in respecting the convergence criteria and by its readiness to subject its monetary policy to the guidelines set by the European Central Bank (ECB). The closer an outsider is to meeting the criteria and the more ready it is to acknowledge the fundamentally asymmetric nature of its monetary relation with the ECB, the bolder the participants in monetary union should be in their offer of support for the outsider’s currency. For most current and future outsiders, the fact that participation in the successor arrangement to the EMS will be part of the convergence criteria should be sufficient to induce them to participate in a minimal variant of the successor arrangement of the sort discussed.
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